
 

 

Description of Programs Providing Most 

Significant Treatment of Community Issues 
 

Program    Day   Time 

 

Eyewitness News This Morning  M-F    7:00-9:00am 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

Eyewitness News Weekend   Sun   7:00-7:30pm 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

The Catch it Kansas Show  Fridays Aug - May  11:00pm 

This is a locally produced live sports program that recaps the local sporting events at the High School level. 

 

Eyewitness News at 10:00  Mon-Sun  1:30am – 2:00am 

Rebroadcast 

KSCW rebroadcasts the M-F 10:00pm News Program produced by KWCH-TV. This is a locally produced 

live news programs that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related stories. The issue 

responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise noted. 

 

First Business   Monday – Friday  4:30am-5:00am 

First Business is a nationally syndicated program that previews the day’s news and trading day, digging 

deeper for the real ideas to make their money work. 

 

AG am in Kansas   Monday-Friday   6:00-6:30pm 

AG am in Kansas is the only locally produced half-hour agriculture show on television in the state of 

Kansas.  At AG am in Kansas, the on-going mission is to tell Good News stories about the people, places 

and things relating to Agriculture in Kansas.  Kansas farmers and ranchers provide food to people 

worldwide while taking great care of the animals and land entrusted to them. The show is produced in 

coordination with Kansas State University's Research and the Extension Department. 

 

AgDay    Monday-Friday  6:30-7:00pm 

AgDay is a syndicated daily half-hour television program presented in magazine format focusing on 

agriculture news, agribusiness, and country living. It is hosted by Clinton Griffiths. 

 

Public Service    All Days   Any times 

KSCW broadcasts local and national public service announcements of varying lengths throughout its 

broadcast schedule. Some of the announcements are part of campaigns on one subject.  



 

 

Features in Newscasts M-F 7am – 9am 
 

The Doctor Is In – Monday 

A doctor from Wesley Medical or Via Christi answer viewer’s medical questions.  They 

also share advice for keeping healthy between doctors’ visits. 

  

Kids Corner – Every Other Monday 

Topical issues affecting kids today.  We talk about everything from violent video games 

to autism. 

  

New You – Every Other Monday 

Finding ways for self-improvement. This includes eating healthier, working out and 

emotional health issues. 

  

Tasty Tuesday – Tuesday  

A variety of chefs share their easy recipes and or decorating ideas. 

  

Legal Counsel – Wednesday 

Lawyer Charlie O’Hara is here to answer legal questions.   

  

Listen Up – Thursday 

Local musicians and bands show off their skills. They play and talk about the importance 

of supporting local music. 

  

All About Animals - Thursday  

Veterinarian Dr. Dan Thompson answers all pet questions and offers tips on how to keep 

your pets safe and healthy. 



 

 

NON-BROADCASTING ENHANCEMENT 
 

Joan Barrett, President & General Manager 

Elliott School of Communications Advisory Board  

Kansas State University Miller School Journalism Advisory Board  

Carole Kneeland Project for Responsible Journalism Board of Directors 

Carole Kneeland Project - Trainer 

Kansas Food Bank Board of Directors 

Boy Scouts of America Volunteer 

Wichita Collegiate Booster Club Volunteer 

Wichita Collegiate School Board of Directors 

Tallgrass Swim Team Parent Council 

 Wichita Chamber of Commerce - Board of Directors 

 

Laverne E. Goering, Director of Programming & Operations 

Newton Rotary Club Member 

Newton Chamber of Commerce Member 

Green Biz Wichita Member 

Harvey County Farm Bureau Member 

American Quarter Horse Association Member 

 

Kim Setty, Anchor 

Deacon and Sunday School Teacher, Riverside Christian Church 

Girl Scout Leader 

PTO member, McCollom Elementary 

Cub Scout Den Volunteer 

Site Council, Wilbur Middle School 

 

Mark Larson, Meteorologist 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Praise Team member 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Confirmation Guide 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Council Member-Board of Youth 

Gammon Elem. Watch Dog Member 

Volunteer food server Falcon Fellowship, Christ Lutheran Church 

Volunteer carpool driver for the blind/visually impaired 

Booster club Concession Stand Volunteer server Wichita Heights High School 

Assistant Baseball Coach Heights Youth League 

 

Merril Teller, Chief Meteorologist 

Kansas Children’s Miracle Network, Advisory Committee 

AYSO Volunteer Referee 

Member AMS/NWA local chapter 

President, Monday Keglers bowling league 

 

Jeff Gibson, Engineer 

C.E.R.T. 

R.A.C.E.S. Emergency Operations Management volunteer 

Brooks Leadership program  

Northeast Magnet High School JROTC program.  
 

Melissa Lock, Human Resource Manager 

Bridgeport Missionary Baptist Church, Sunday School Teacher 

SHRM National and Local 

 

Felicia Rolfe, Reporter 



 

 

Jack and Jill of America, Inc. President of local chapter  

Links Inc. member  

Church volunteer-Saint Mark United Methodist Church  

Wichita Collegiate Association of Parents- volunteer 

 

Amy J. Wintz, Account Executive 

HCC communications strategic planning board member 

Morgan PTO 

Morgan Head room mother 

Big Brothers and Sisters Reno county volunteer 

HCC Leadership Program Mentor Board Member 

Delta Zeta Alumni Chapter President 

 
Jason Massingil, Photographer 
Young Life Youth Ministry 

 

Casey Lowmiller, Photographer 
American Red Cross Member 

 
Kerri Baker, KBSD Local Sales Manager 

Dodge City Ford County Economic Development Corporation, Management Board, Secretary 

Boot Hill Board of Directors, Vice President 

Boot Hill Redevelopment Committee, Marketing Chair 

Boot Hill Museum Association Member 

Minneola United Methodist Church, Administrative Council, Chairperson 

Minneola United Methodist Church, Worship Committee 

Ford County 4-H Foundation Member 

Ford County 4-H Lucky Clover Parent Volunteer 

 

Joseph E. Miller, Controller 

Botanica, The Wichita Gardens, Trustee Emeriti & Development Committee Member 

Wichita Arts Council, Ex-Officio Trustee 

Wichita Kennel Club, Member 

Orpheum Performing Arts Center, Member 

St. Elizabeth Ann Seton church, Finance Committee Member & Usher 

Wichita Art Museum, Member 

City of Wichita Cultural Funding Committee, Member 

 

James M. Luce, Research Director 

Mental Health Association Compeer Advisory Board 

Outreach and Missions Ministry Team Leader, River Valley Community Church 

Operation Noah Rescue, Team Leader 

 

Chris Durden, Producer & Internship Coordinator 

K-State Career Fair – Manhattan, KS 

KU Career Fair – Lawrence, KS 

 

Michelle Loss, Special Projects 

Church Pianist and Youth Leader, Freedom Bible Fellowship 

Circle Middle School, Career Day 

 

Dominic Gauna, Production Manger 

USD 259’s Digital Production Advisory Committee-Vice Chair 

 

John Salem, Account Executive 



 

 

Board Member – Ballet Wichita (formerly Wichita Metropolitan Ballet) 

Board Chair – Higher Ground Substance Abuse Counseling Center 

Board Member – SER Corporation 

Screening Committee- Tallgrass Film Festival 

Volunteer – Habitat for Humanity 

Volunteer – Catholic Charities (Cruise Night) 

Volunteer – YMCA (Denim and Diamonds fund raiser) 

Volunteer – Kansas Food Bank 

Volunteer – Maude Carpenter Children’s Home 

 

Marcus Wilkerson, Local Sales Manager 

Wichita Wind Ensemble, Board Member 

Positive Directions, Volunteer 

Bank of  America River Run, Volunteer 

Woodlawn Village Homeowners Association 

 

Brian McDonough 

Youth Entrepreneurs of Kansas Volunteer 

Wichita Hispanic Chamber Marketing advisory committee 

 

Kim Hynes 

Big Brothers Big Sisters Volunteer 

 

Eddie Gilmer 

Big Brothers Big Sisters - Bowl for Kids Sake Participant 

 

Eron Rawson 

Lead Sound Tech & Worship Musician, Volunteer, Gracepoint Community Church 

 

Shelby Rawlings 

Executive Leadership Committee Member – American Heart Association’s Go Red for Women 

KWCH 2011 Bowl for Kid’s Sake Coordinator & Team Leader – Big Brothers Big Sisters 

 

Emily Deaver, KSCW Crew/Special Projects 

Miss Kansas Organization – volunteer  

Kansas Advisory Group on Juvenile Justice & Delinquency Prevention – member & sit on Grants 

Committee 

Dress for Success – Model for Annual Spring Fling 

Spring Escape Fashion Show Fundraiser for Goodwill Industries-model 

Festival of Trees committee member  



 

 

Public Engagements 

Sunflower Broadcasting, Inc. serves the community by attending various special events where our 

employees emcee, educate, entertain and motivate throughout the year.  Our employees have made special 

appearances to the following organizations. 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

April 2011 

5 Central Christian Church 3
rd

 grade Wx talk 75 Mark Larson 

6 Andover Central Elem. 2
nd

 grade Wx talk 75 Mark Larson 

7 WSC Meeting  Joan Barrett 

12 Greenway Park Apt. Weather talk 10 Rodney Price 

12 Independent School, ICT Kindergarten Wx talk 30 Mark Larson 

14 Maize Central Elem. 2
nd

 grade Wx talk 170 Mark Larson 

20 ECS Board Meeting  Joan Barrett 

20 WCS Board Meeting 25 Joan Barrett 

26 Collegiate Board Reception 100 Joan Barrett 

26 Westar Weather safety talk  45 Rodney Price 

26 South Breeze Elem. Newton 2
nd

 Grade Wx talk 90 Mark Larson 

28 Chamber Meeting  Joan Barrett 

28 Sedgwick County Extension EARTH Program presenter 80 Mark Larson 

29 ITT Board Meeting 45 Les Bach 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

May 2011 

4 Pray-Woodman Elem. Maize 2
nd

 grade Wx talk 180 Mark Larson 

6 Derby Middle School Career Fair 150 Rodney Price 

7 Miss Kansas Organization Miss Kansas Workshop 35 Emily Deaver 

11 Allen Elem. Hutchinson  K-6 Wx talk 380 Mark Larson 

12 Hosted various clients Intrust Bank Arena Concert 10 Roger Cornish 

14 KWCH Top of  the Class breakfast 100 Roger Cornish 

19 Wichita Media Professionals Industry experts 100 Shawn Oswald 

25 WCS Board Meeting 25 Joan Barrett 

26 Chamber  Meeting  Joan Barrett 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

June 2011 

     

2 WCC Teacher Event 100 Joan Barrett 

8 Kansas Foodbank Board Meeting 25 Joan Barrett 

8 Miss Kansas Organization Miss Kansas interviews 32 Dominic Gauna 

9 Miss Kansas Organization Miss Kansas Preliminaries  Dominic Gauna 

10 Miss Kansas Organization Miss Kansas Preliminaries  Dominic Gauna 

10 Smokey Hill River Festival Concert emcee 500 Roger Cornish 

11 Miss Kansas Organization Miss Kansas Finals  Dominic Gauna 

11 Back on Track giveaway Car giveaway lady 30 Jenn Bates 

11 Health Ministries Auction Emcee/auctioneer part time 200 Jenn Bates 

13 Dodge City Community 

College 

Leadership Institute 60 Kerri Baker 

15 Sedgwick County Extension 

4-H camp, Park Elem. 

5th grade Wx talk 35 Mark Larson 

17 Coats for Kids/FF musuem Firefighter Calendar 100 Kim Hynes & Melody Pettit 

18 American Heart Association Wichita Start! Heart Walk 3000 Mark Larson 

20 Adopt-A-School Charity tournament 200 Roger Cornish 



 

 

23 Chamber Meeting  Joan Barrett 

23 Various Nonprofits Community Advisory 

Board Meeting 

14 Joan Barrett, Shawn Oswald, 

Shawn Hilferty, Chad Cross,  

Marielkis Salazar, Marco Alcocer, 

Emily Deaver, Marielkis Salazar 

24 The Kansas African 

American Museum 

White Linen Affair 100 Emily Deaver, Shane Konicki 

    

 



 

 

KSCW airs public service announcements that address community issues free of charge for 
various nonprofit organizations.   
 

 
Organization/PSA Title Length Number of runs 

904 Flu Prevention :30 46 

905 Flu Prevention :30 36 

907 Goodwill “Greenscreen” :30 18 

908 Goodwill “Thinking Twice :30 52 

911 Pet Adoption :30 34 

912 Pet Adoption :30 64 

914 Pet Adoption :30 47 

915 Pet Adoption :30 46 

916 Literacy “Tangled” :30 51 

918 Mental Health :60 82 

919 Mental Health :60 90 

930 Wichita Habitat/Humanity Restore :20 30 

934 NAB "Performance Tax" :60 46 

936 Ad Council Veteran Support "Alone" :60 52 

937 Fed Citizens Info Center "For the People" :60 64 

938 Dave Thomas/Fnd for Adoption "I'm just a kid" :60 68 

940 American Diabetes Assoc “A Toast” :60 22 

941 Girl Scouts of America “Park Girls” :60 44 

942 NIH/Childhood Obesity “We Can” :60 56 

949 Nature Conservatory “Life” :60 26 

950 Making Home Affordable :60 40 

951 Emergency Prep “World Upside Down” :60 46 

952 Think-Speak “Fitting Room” :30 31 

953 Think-Speak “Cashier” :30 27 

960 March of Dimes “Premies” :60 106 

964 Feeding America “Matt & Steve” :30 31 

965 Community Service w/ Bon Jovi :60 112 

966 KS High School Activities Assoc. “prez” :30 20 

967 KS High School Activities Assoc. “basketball” :30 12 

968 KS High School Activities Assoc. “theater” :30 12 

969 KS High School Activities Assoc. “band” :30 25 

970 TV Roadblock Drunk Driving "Hospital" :30 27 

971 TV Roadblock Drunk Driving "Ambulance" :30 16 

975 Dr Phil “Bullying” :20 20 

978 TV Roadblock/Drunk Driving “Save a Life” :30 18 

987 Big Brothers/Sisters “Start Something” :60 16 

998 Dept. of Energy “Be an Energy Saver” :30 37 

999 KAB “60th Anniversary” :30 38 
 



 

 

FCC Report 

Second Quarter 2011 

 

Tours 
KWCH offers tours to groups interested in learning how a television station operates.  

Tours are tailored to the individual needs of the group, which usually consists of school-

age children.  It focuses on the history of the broadcasting facility and explains the types 

of jobs offered in each department.  Tours are conducted by the Promotions Department, 

and questions are welcome throughout. 

 

DATE   TIME       NUMBER  TYPE______________ 

April 2011 
04/07/11  11:30   20  High School Students 

04/21/11  11:15   23  High School Students 

04/22/11  5:30   8  Cub Scouts 

04/29/11  6:30   30  Adults 

 

May 2011 

05/05/11  11:30   5  High School Students  

05/13/11  10:00   10  Disabled Adults    

 

June 2011 

06/20/11  10:30   10  Kids Camp 

06/23/11  10:30   2  Adults 



 

 

 

Community Calendar: 

Sunflower Broadcasting provides a beneficial service for our community by 

providing an online Community Calendar to our viewing public. The 

Community Calendar is available for local groups and individuals to 

promote their events free of charge. It can be accessed through three of our 

websites: kwch.com, fetchtoto.com and kansascw.com. We’ve designed our 

calendar to be used by the public and monitored by our staff. Each month we 

list hundreds of events that happen throughout our viewing area that services 

nearly the entire state of Kansas. Some of these events include, but are not 

limited to, non-profit events, fine arts events, civic club meetings, city hall 

meetings, family celebrations, church functions, movie screenings and local 

music performances.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUNFLOWER BROADCASTING, INC. 

KSCW-TV, WICHITA, KS 

 

SECOND QUARTER 2010 

 

QUARTERLY SIGNIFICANT PROGRAMS REPORT 

 

 

 

Covered the period beginning April 1, 2011 

Ending June 30, 2011 

 

 

Station KSCW is a CW Network affiliate in its service area.  In carrying out its 

responsibilities as a public trustee, the station deals with and is responsive to the principal 

issues arising in its community on a continuing basis.  A variety of specials, public 

service announcements, public affairs programs and broadcasts on matter of concern to 

our community are supplemented, in some cases, with in-community projects.  Our most 

significant programming, which has dealt with current community issues during the 

preceding three-month period, is set forth below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Specific Treatment of Community Issues  

 

News stories carried in the 7am Morning Newscasts and the rebroadcast of the daily 

KWCH 10:00pm newscasts, Monday through Friday, ranging in length of 45 

seconds or more, address community issues.   

 

 

News stories carried in the 7pm Sunday Newscasts ranging in length of 45 seconds 

or more, address community issues.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
COMMUNITY ISSUES 

 

 

Crime – Reports on criminal activity throughout the entire viewing area as well as the 

rest of the country and the world.  Here we are listing just a few of the stories that were 

included in our newscast this quarter. 

 

Community - Connecting with the all members of the community and serving their 

specific and special needs is important in a diverse culture. In Wichita, as in most 

communities, there is a need for the public and private organizations to contribute money, 

time, and services to important issues, organizations, and causes within their community.  

As a public medium, we carry a responsibility to let the community know about 

important causes that are worthy of public support.  

 

Economy - The economy is of major importance to Kansas residents.  Continuing growth 

keeps our employment rate high; new contract acquisitions by the local aircraft 

manufacturers, old businesses leaving town, new businesses coming in, proposed tax 

increases/decreases, and major weather concerns for residences and businesses. All of 

these factors impact the community, and are of ongoing interest and concern for our 

viewing audience.  

 

Education – Coverage of educational issues in the viewing area including the various 

school districts, higher education facilities, and communities. 

 

Environment - Environment issues and concerns are of interest are aired regularly in  

newscasts to keep viewers informed of the latest in  Environmental technology, 

treatments, advisories, etc.   

 

Health & Safety - In Wichita, as in most communities, there is a need for public 

awareness of certain public and personal safety issues, and as a public medium, it is our 

responsibility to help ensure that a message is disseminated.  

 

Politics – Coverage of the issues and decisions by city, county and state government can 

affect them.     
 



 

 

KSCW 

First quarter reports 

2011 



 

 

 

Crime 
 

4/1/11  7am 

Derby police call a community meeting for this weekend after a sexual assault.   Officers say a woman was 

attacked in her home monday by a man wearing a ski mask.  The meeting will be held at two sunday 

afternoon in the city council room at city hall. Officers will provide crime prevention information as well as 

answer questions about the attack. 

 

4/4/11  8am 

Three teens will go to trial in may for the murder of a salina man.   Charges were dropped against a fourth 

teen thursday.   Robert unselt was involved in a fight with several people outside a home in january.   The 

48-year-old died that night of massive head trauma.  Unselt's wife said she saw three people beating her 

husband and running away after he collapsed. 

 

4/5/11  7am 

Opening statements start today in the case against a wichita police officer. Garrett shaddix is charged with 

vehicular homicide. The charges stem from a deadly crash in december of 2009. Shaddix was driving one 

of two patrol cars responding to another call... When his patrol car crashed into a car. Christopher perkins 

was the driver, and later died from his injuries. Neither patrol car had its lights and sirens active which 

police say is standard procedure. 

 

4/6/11  7am 

New this morning...   A man is in critical condition after he was stabbed in downtown wichita.   It happened 

just an hour ago near central and elm.   Paramedics took him to a wichita hospital.   We have a crew at the 

scene and will bring you the latest as soon as we get it. 

 

4/7/11  8am 

Jury deliberations continue today in a case against a wichita police officer. Officer garrett shaddix was on 

the way to a call when he hit another car... Killing the driver. Prosecutors say his actions were 

unreasonable, and should be found guilty of vehicular homicide. Eyewitness news reporter denise hnytka 

explains why in the crime watch. Through the course of this trial... The jury has seen pictures... Maps and 

diagrams of the crash site. But it has heard two different theories as to how it happened. “lets decide this 

case based on his actions and what you believe is reasonable.” What’s unreasonable...  Prosecutors say is... 

Officer garrett shaddix's speed that night. An investigator testified he was going up to 73 miles per hour... 

In a 40 mile per hour zone. “but for that speed, the crash would not have happened.” But the defense 

believes perkins... Made the mistake... By trying to make a left turn... In front of the officer. “you have to 

look ahead and assume someone is speeding. You have to judge whether it is safe. The direct cause was his 

turning left in front of the vehicle.” The jury interpretation of the cause is important... Because to convict 

garrett shaddix of vehicular homicide... They have to believe that he acted in a way that put others at risk. 

They deliberated for about two hours on wednesday. They will be back thursday morning... To try to reach 

a verdict. Denise hnytka kwch 12 eywitness news. 

 

4/8/11  7am 

Reusing caskets, over charging customers, and switching merchandise.  A former funeral home director 

says she witnessed all of it  she claims a wichita funeral home has unethical practices. In 2009, she went to 

state officials with her concerns. After nothing was done, she came to us. Now.. *our* investigation and 

why it's spurred the state to take a second look. Factfinder 12 investigator kim wilhelm has details of our 

six month investigation into watson funeral home. You'll find many names here. Dates. Stories.  A final 

place...prepared with thought, dignity and trust.   Laura: i would venture to say in most cases what families 

believe what they're prearranging is what they get at the time. Or is it? In 2008...a wichita family paid 

watson funeral home 4500 dollars for a pembroke cherry casket to be used for a funeral *and* cremation. 

At the time, laura williams was a funeral director there. 



 

 

 laura:   when i went back to the garage later the pembroke cherry casket was sitting there empty.  I looked 

in it.  There was empty pembroke cherry sitting in the garage.  And the crematory was going.  Williams 

says owner doug watson had employees take the man out of the casket, put him in a cardboard 

container...then reuse the casket to save money. Laura:  i believe that family believes he was cremated in 

that casket.  Williams later quit and filed a complaint with the kansas state board of mortuary arts.  Another 

employee backed up her claim - telling the state he "witnessed the deceased being removed from the casket 

and placed into a simple cardboard combustible container.  The casket was then placed back on the 

showroom flower (sic) to be used again."  the state board looked into...but didn't find anything wrong.  

Laura:  i was stunned. We reviewed the state's investigation and found numerous problems.  We discovered 

the state never contacted any of the families in the complaint.  So we did...and launched a six month 

investigation of our own.  So what really happened with the pembroke cherry casket - was it cremated like 

it was supposed to be...or reused?  Doug watson puts all the blame on his former funeral director laura 

williams telling the state investigator "she handled the case." but if the state would've contacted the 

family...they would've discovered that was a lie.  The family tells us they dealt with watson himself the 

entire time.  The family is buddhist and as part of tradition, they rake through the ashes of their loved one 

after cremation.  At the time, they thought it was strange because there were no remnants, like handles or 

other metal casket hardware left.  The state investigator didn't know this because quite simply, he didn't 

ask. Patty newkirk never knew the state was looking into her mother's funeral either.  It's another case laura 

williams complained to the state about.      

Patty: she liked blue a lot. When pre-arranging her mother, beverly’s, funeral, patty says she talked with 

doug watson about upgrading the casket. Patty:  we did discuss the casket at length.  He explained to me 

the difference between a sealed and a non-sealed casket.  So patty paid an extra 500 dollars for a sealed 

one.  She even made a note to herself because it mattered so much. Patty: i wanted a sealed casket for my 

mom.  When he explained the difference, the fluids seeping in and everything, i just really wanted a sealed 

casket for her.  That was really important to me.  I didn't have a lot of money to work with but 500 dollars 

was worth it to me so she had that. 

Then day beverly died...patty was asked to pay an additional 1185 dollars.  Patty:  i wasn't asking questions 

that day.  I was too distraught. Laura williams says she's the one who took patty's check...believing the 

family was paying to upgrade the casket and a few other things. Laura:   after i looked into a bit later, i 

found the family had upgraded years before and paid for it years before. Why was patty asked to pay more?  

We obtained the original funeral contract and the final one.  It's the cemetery expense that jumps hundreds 

of dollars.  So we tracked down merle mckee who runs the cemetery where beverly was buried.  Merle: the 

charges, they say the charges at the cemetery.  I think it's 1800 its way over, not our charges. That's not all.  

We also discovered patty never ever signed the final bill.  But someone did.  Patty: i don't know whose 

signature this is.  It's certainly not mine or anyone from my family and that really seems illegal to me to 

have put some other person's signature on a contract that's supposed to be a final contract.  The state once 

again questioned doug watson...and once again, he blames his former funeral director laura 

williams...saying "the arrangement happened during a time he was having surgery."  but once again...just 

like the other family...patty will tell you differently. Patty: i definitely arranged it with him certainly the 

friday before her burial.  And there's no way he was gone or at surgery at the time. Another lie by watson. 

Another family the state never contacted to ask. The funeral business is like no other.  We trust the 

arrangements we make for our loved ones will be followed.  When that difficult time comes...we don't ask 

to see if the casket is the same one we picked out and paid for.  Laura williams says that's exactly what 

watson banked on. In a third case...williams says doug watson had her order a similar-looking but cheaper 

casket than what a family paid for.   

Laura: that the family was in kc and they wouldn't know the difference and it wasn't a big deal. Can you tell 

the difference between these pink and white caskets with flowers?  The cost is quite different.  By looking 

at the paperwork, we couldn't even tell which casket was actually used.  That's because there's different 

casket names listed.  When the state asked watson about it...he combined the names making a new casket 

name which doesn't even exist.  Laura:  that's all we have is our trust.  If we don't have our integrity and our 

honor and our trust when we deal with families we don't have anything.      

 

4/12/11  7am 

Jury selection begins in the trial for a man charged with the shooting death of a wichita teen. Police say the 

13 year old was not the intended target. “i didn't know they were shots, i heard some banging on the door. 

He was screaming, they hit me they hit me.” That's miguel andrade’s mother at a preliminary hearing last 



 

 

september describing the morning miguel was killed. The 13 year old was hit by a gunshot through the 

front door of his home on north jackson last year. Alejandro betancourt is charged with murder in andrade’s 

death. Three others are also charged in the shooting... Including betancourt’s brother, eli. Police believe 

andrade was an innocent victim in a botched attempt at gang retaliation. 

 

4/13/11  7am 

I thank god i don't remember anything because it must have been really bad. On her 29th 

birthday...elizabeth kogo was beaten in the head with a hammer.  She may not remember...but there are 

scars to prove it. Elizabeth/54:55 they didn't know if i would wake up from the coma. The attack at her 

apartment complex in january caused a traumatic brain injury so bad...doctors called kogo's mother in 

kenya...and told her to prepare for the worst. Regina/1:04:54 it was very difficult. Three weeks later...her 

mother arrived in wichita...surprised by not only kogo's progress.  But also by the outpouring of support 

from people like this...people they didn't know.  Regina/1:07:49 i just thank god so much.  I have no others 

words to say. 00622n/not only did total strangers show up at her hospital room, but now that she's out 

they've given her a place to live while she recovers. Larry thomas/17:51 she needs some help and it's a little 

hard to go back and fourth in kenya. The poplar avenue church of christ keeps this house for cases just like 

this. 

Elizabeth/57:38 i just feel blessed.  I feel like god was doing a miracle for me. Kogo feels she survived to 

warn others about domestic violence. 57:55 i know if a man threatens you, you should take the threat 

seriously. Her husband is now charged with trying to kill her.  It's a situation she never thought she'd find 

herself in...and hopes other domestic violence victims learn from her mistake.> 

 
4/14/11  8am 

And an 18 year old woman is charged with voluntary manslaughter following a deadly stabbing in 

northeast wichita. Police say the victim, wendell smith the third, was arguing on the phone with the 

suspect's mother. Then went to the home on north spruce and got into a fight with a 16 year old. That's 

when police say the 18-year-old woman got a butcher knife, stabbed and killed smith. 

 

4/15/11  7am 

The defense will start presenting its case this morning... In the murder trail against alejandro betancourt. 

Betancourt is accused of taking part in the shooting death. Of 13 year old miguel andrade.  The key issue in 

betancourt's trial is if he knew there was going to be a shooting or not.  On thursday, prosecutors brought 

forward a witness who says "yes," he knew.   Betancourt's friend gregory patton testified as part of a plea 

agreement he signed with proscutors.   Patton told jurors he and betancourt stayed in the car.. While two 

others fired multiple shots into the wrong person's front door.   He said it was clear the defendant knew 

there was going to be gunfire because he told patton to listen for it. "i heard shots." how many?" "i'd say 

close to ten, upwards of that."   "edward makes a statement like he got him and alex just takes off."  >  

betancourt's defense attorney went line by line through patton's statement to police, trying to show jurors 

the inconsistency of his story before and after striking the deal with prosecutors. 

 

4/18/11  7am 

New this morning...kansas taxpayers are paying thousands of dollars for the legal fees and expenses of 

former attorney general phill kline and two of his aides.   The topeka capital-journal found the state has 

paid more than four-hundred thousand dollars to defend kline in his ethics fight with the state.   The 

accusations stem from kline's  nvestigations of the planned parenthood clinic in overland park and george 

tiller's abortion clinic in wichita.  The state also paid more than 125-thousand dollars in fees and expense 

for kline's aides in related ethics cases. 

 

4/19/11  8am 

A north carolina woman who falsely accused duke lacrosse players of rape... Is now charged with murder 

in her boyfriend's death. Crystal mangum was charged monday with first degree murder and larceny. The 

32 year old has been sitting in jail the last few weeks accused of stabbing reginald daye. The 46 year old 

died last week. Police say mangum stabbed daye during an argument on april 3 at the apartment the couple 

shared in durham. 

 



 

 

4/20/11  7am 

In the crimewatch... Wichita police need your help finding copper theives.   They say theives broke into a 

pair of buildings along southwest boulevard and stripped them of copper wiring and plumbing fixtures.  

Damages estimate at more than two-hundred-thousand dollars to the vacant warehouses.   Investigators say 

high prices for copper and other metal have driven a spike in thefts like this.  They urge people to keep a 

watchful eye... Especially around vacant homes and buildings. 

 

4/21/11  8am 

The nice weather means you're more likely to leave your windows open. But police in hutchinson are 

telling residents to lock their doors and close their windows -- even when they're home. The warning comes 

after a series of break-ins around town. Eyewitness news reporter dave roberts talks with homeowners who 

are doing more than locking up. Beverly boling does not want anyone getting inside her home...but if 

someone does...she won't attack them with pepper spray or mase...instead she keeps something else in bed 

with her... “that's my hot shot wasp and hornet spray that says it shoots 27 feet”  “if you have mace or 

pepper spray they have to be close but hornet spray, if you want to shoot a hornet's nest in the corner you 

know it shoots like 30 feet” ever since one of her neighbors had their house in the old farm estates 

neighborhood in hutchinson broken into last week...boling says she's being extremely cautious....doing 

more than just locking doors that are inside her house “and i just make sure i leave on that light, that light, i 

have my car locked, i have the front door light on, i put things in the basement window so you can't see in” 

hutchinson police say a number of houses and cars all over the city were broken into recently in the middle 

of the night... Stealing whatever they can get their hands on... In some cases, the home owner was home at 

the time... “according to police, the thieves are looking for open doors, and if they don't see one, they'll 

move along”  “i’d rather be safe than sorry, because if i don't do some of this stuff, and i lock this door 

too...” While not everyone will take the precautions that someone like boling is taking...police want 

everyone to make sure their doors, windows and garages are locked to ward off these thieves...”It may 

sound paranoid or silly but i know god will take care of me  but i also want to make sure i’ve done 

everything i can to not be caught in a bad situation” a situation to make sure her home will be safe and 

sound...in hutchinson, dave roberts, kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

4/22/11  7am 

These two men will go to trial in the death of a five year old clearwater girl. Mathew noel and ronald bevan 

waived their right to a preliminary hearing thursday.  The two were in separate vehicles on kellogg in 

february when one of them went over a barrier... And hit an oncoming car.  Amber randolph was in that 

car.  She was killed. Bevan is charged with one count of second degree murder while driving under the 

influence.  Noel is charged with involuntary manslaughter. 

 

4/25/11  8am 

Also new this morning...investigators are looking into a shooting after two victims were found in a car on 

k-42. The two were shot in sumner county but were driving themselves to a wichita hospital. Authorities 

found them just after three this morning at k-42 and 119th street. Paramedics rushed them to the hospital in 

critical condition. Authorities in both counties are releasing little details about the shooting. 

 

4/26/11  7am 

A sumner county man could face charges for shooting burglars yesterday. Officials say a milton man woke 

up and found someone in his house and three other's on his property. The suspects fled but two of them 

were shot. The homeowner was arrested on suspicion of aggravated battery and has since bonded out. One 

of the victims was also arrested. While the other remains in the hospital. The other two remain at large. 

There's more news on kwch dot com. Mark's forecast is just ahead. 

 

4/27/11  7am 

Prosecutors could seek adult charges... Against a 15-year-old charged in juvenile court in an easter 

shooting...17-year-old tyree bell was shot and killed sunday morning...police say the suspect was upset that 

bell was having relations with his sister...that sister was also hurt in the shooting.  While the suspect's 

charged as a juvenile... Prosecutors have set a hearing to determine if he could be charged as an adult. 

 

4/28/11  7am 



 

 

A sumner county homeowner speaks out... After a shooting on his property...  Investigators say the man 

shot two burglar early monday... At his home in the town of milton... After authorities found two suspects... 

The homeowner was arrested for aggravated battery...eyewitness news reporter kim hynes talked to him ... 

To hear what he says happened... 

 

4/29/11  7am 

Wichita officers arrest a suspected bank robber one block away from the crime scene. It happened thursday 

afternoon at the fidelity branch inside the walmart at pawnee and broadway.police say the man walked up 

to a teller, pushed a backpack with a note asking for money. When he got some money, he took off. Police 

at a substation across the street found the suspect, and arrested him. 

 

5/2/11  8am 

Forensic experts are examining a skull found in southwest wichita late friday night. Campers found the 

bone near a creek on a property south of cheney. Deputies have confirmed that the skull is human but little 

else is known. Experts will now try and determine the gender and age of the skull. Officials say it's possible 

that its been at the location for many years. 

 

5/3/11  7am 

Jurors convicted eli betancourt of first-degree murder in the death of 13 year old miguel andrade last 

summer. Prosecutors say the shooting was out of revenge...  But the shooters had the wrong house.  Four 

men were charged in the crime.  Both eli betancourt and his brother alejandro were found guilty.  A third 

suspect awaits trial.  The fourth took a plea deal and will testify against the remaining suspect.  Get more 

news on kwch dot com.  Mark has your forecast after the break. 

 

5/4/11  8am 

New this morning... A sheriff's county deputy is hurt following a police chase early this morning. The chase 

started around 3-30 on i-135 near first street. Speeds got up to 80 miles per hour. It ended 20 minutes later 

north of harry and webb. Police say a deputy cut his arm on a broken window while arresting the driver. A 

passenger was also in the car, but it's not clear if he was arrested. Police say the vehicle they were in may 

be stolen. 

 

5/5/11  7am 

A wichita homeowner won't face charges after shooting at an intruder. We first told you about this story 

yesterday morning. Police say someone with a gun walked into the home in the 600 block of north 

brookfield just after ten tuesday night. The homeowner grabbed his gun and shot at him. Police say the man 

took off..and it looks like he wasn't hit because they found the bullet in a tree. Police are still looking for 

him. 

 

5/6/11  7am 

Wichita fire investigators are calling a house fire in west wichita... Arson. Police say a man was the only 

person inside this mobile home on west mccormick at the time.  He was taken to the hospital in critical 

condition.  But investigators aren't saying who started the fire. 

 

5/9/11  7am 

There's no word of any arrests after a deadly double shooting early saturday morning.  The shooting was 

just before three o'clock behind a club near 13th and hillside.  Witnesses told police they saw a white and 

black honda suv pull up behind the club, and someone from it fired shots at three people. A 22-year-old 

man died at the hospital. A 25-year-old man was hit in the arm and knee. He's expected to be ok. Wichita 

police are expected to release more details today. 

 

5/10/11  7am 

The body of a boy missing since december is found at john redmond reservoir in coffey county.  11 year 

old jeremy jenkins was with his father and uncle when their boat capsized.  The bodies of his father and 

uncle were found quickly.  Searchers couldn't find jeremy's.  People riding a-t-v's at the reservoir this 

weekend found remains.  Dental records show the body is jeremy. 

 



 

 

5/11/11  8am 

A wichita teen remains in serious condition at a hospital after he was stabbed in the back.  The teen was 

hurt during a fight outside the parklane alley apartments near lincoln and oliver tuesday afternoon. 

Investigators aren't sure what started the fight..  But a neighbor stepped in and helped keep the suspect from 

running away. "the guy was trying to get up and my husband kept holding him down."  police took the 18-

year-old suspect into custody. Investigators say neither the victim nor the suspect is talking so they hope 

eyewitnesses shed light on what happened. 

 

5/12/11  7am 

Wichita police say two women are lucky...after a man broke into their home. It happened early wednesday 

morning in the 12 hundred block of east boston. Police say the man found an open back door and cut his 

way through the screen. He entered the home and while holding a knife tried to sexually assault them. The 

women screamed loud enough to scare him away. They're okay...but it's left them and their neighbors 

worried. <sot verbatim: sound/33:01 it's probably going to make everyone in this neighborhood start 

loading their guns.  To protect themselves. > police say this should serve as a reminder of the importance of 

locking windows and doors at night...even as the weather gets warmer. 

 

5/13/11  8am 

A mother pleads guilty to calling bomb threats to her child's school...   Shanna loman faced nine charges of 

criminal threat... For calling in the threats to payne elementary last year.   Police said she may have had 

personal issues with staff members there.  She'll be sentenced in july. 

 

5/16/11  7am 

More details could be released today about a deadly weekend shooting. Authorities say a man was shot in 

front of a home near 13th and grove early sunday morning. He died shortly after arriving at a hospital. One 

suspect was arrested near the scene. 

 

5/17/11  7am 

New this morning...  A salina man is accused of raping a teenager.   That's according to our news partners 

at the salina journal.  The 19-year-old man was arrested saturday for an incident that happened may 9th.  

Police say the two met on facebook and developed a friendship online before the teen went to the man's 

home. 

 

5/19/11  8am 

A judge rules that brett seacat must help pay for a defense attorney. Seacat is accused of murdering his wife 

in kingman and setting their home on fire. He was hoping to have a court appointed attorney. But the judge 

ruled that as long as he is on administrative leave with pay...he'll have to help pay for his defense. 

 

5/20/11  8am 

Wichita police say a man from manhattan arranged on craigslist for a friend to make the purchase at a 

parking lot at 29th and rock... The friend gave the seller 16-hundred dollars for a bag he thought contained 

phones... But he found there were no phones in the boxes inside. Police did eventually arrest one suspect... 

You can find those stories and more on kwch.com.  Stay tuned...mark is next with your forecast. 

 

5/23/11  8am 

Police arrest one of two suspects in the brutal beating of a san francisco giants fan. The man identified as 

31-yr-old giovanni ramirez was arrested early sunday. Authorities believe he is the person who beat 31 year 

old brian stow back in march.  Doctors say stow has opened his eyes, but his long-term recovery is 

uncertain. This was the lapd's biggest manhunt this year, with ultimately 20 detectives on the case. Stow's 

family has been confident all along - and finally got the call sunday morning. <sot verbatim: "they were so 

compassionate with our family and reached out to us and made a promise that they were not going to rest 

until they got these guys."> ramirez is being held on one million dollars bail. Police are still looking for 

another suspect..the driver of the getaway car. 

 

5/24/11  7am 



 

 

A state representative in maine will have to undergo a psychological evaluation. After police say he pulled 

a gun out on a newspaper photographer saturday asking about a story.  Representative frederick wintle was 

charged monday with criminal threatening and carrying a concealed weapon. The republican will remain 

behind bars. Representative paul davis says wintle has been getting gradually worse the last several months. 

<sot verbatim: he's been saying things, doing things that just wasn't in conjunction with the personality we 

knew a year ago." > rep. Davis doesn't know what sparked it, but hopes the psych evaluation will help. Rep. 

Wintle isn't allowed to return to the maine state capitol. 

 

5/26/11  7am 

<sot verbatim: "it is a huge miracle in my life that i can be here with you today.">  elizabeth smart says 

she's thrilled with the two life sentences given to the man who kidnapped her 9 years ago.   The now 23-

year-old spoke at a news conference wednesday following the hearing for brian david mitchell.   In court, 

she confronted mitchell for the first time saying despite what he did to her, she will have a wonderful life. 

<sot verbatim:sot:  elizabeth smart) "i am looking at all the different possibilities where i can make the 

biggest difference.">   smart is considering a career in law…to help other crime victims like herself. 

 

5/27/11  7am 

New this morning..   A salina man is behind bars accused of stabbing another man in the head.  The salina 

journal reports the two were arguing via text messaging... When the one of the men went to the home of the 

other man and a started fighting.  Police say the 22 year old then stabbed the 45 year old in the head.  The 

paper reports the injuries are not-life threatening. 

 

5/30/11  7am 

In the crimewatch…  wichita police hope you can help them out with two deadly shootings from this 

weekend.   A 39 year old man died in the 17-hundred block of rock road about 3 o'clock saturday morning.  

There's no word of any arrests.  The second shooting was around seven saturday morning near gilbert and 

water.  Police say a man in his thirties was shot in the back, and later died at the hospital.  At last check, 

police had multiple suspects in custody.  There is no indication that the shootings are related 

 

5/31/11  7am 

More information is expected to be released today about a body found at marion reservoir. Police suspect 

foul play in the death of this man.  Justin milne (mil-knee) disappeared sunday afternoon.  Officials found 

his vehicle at marion reservoir monday afternoon, but did not find his body.  Instead, officers arrested a 24 

year old man who was in the area.  Milne's body was found near a secluded campsite.  This makes the third 

body found at marion reservoir in two months. 

<sot verbatim:  tim garth 19.04.13  it's been really quiet.  Nobody expects anything -- and then finding 

bodies left and right. 18  i mean, it's really -- i don't know what to say.  People come out here and go 

fishing, and we haven't had a bit of problem around here. 28>  friends tell eyewitness news mill-knee was a 

father of two children. 

 

6/1/11  7am 

A one-month old baby is reunited with her family in california.  It comes hours after someone stole the car 

she was riding in.  Maribel corona says she let the keys in the ignition.. When she went inside her church to 

pick up some paperwork.  She came back and the car was gone.. Along with one-month old mariana. <sot 

verbatim: "you can't explain how you feel when you have your daughter back. Imagine losing your baby 

and finding her again.">  baby mariana was taken to the hospital to be checked out as a precaution, then 

taken home.  The baby is doing just fine. 

 

6/2/11  7am 

Wichita police need your help finding these two people...  They say shannon hutchinson and amy newell 

are suspects in a deadly shooting in northwest wichita. John delgado and patric unrein (un-rine) were shot 

at this apartment complex near 13th and west tuesday night. Delgado died wednesday morning.   Police say 

the shooting was the result of a drug deal that went bad. If you have any information you are asked to call 

police.   You can find these stories and more online at kwch.com.  Stay tuned...mark is next with your 

forecast. 

 



 

 

6/3/11  7am 

Two suspects from a deadly shooting earlier this week are behind bars. Police were asking for the publics 

help in finding shannon hutchinson and amy newell. Authorities tell us they were found in northwest 

kansas in the town of edmond. Police believe they were involved a shooting tuesday night near 13th and 

west. Two people were shot...one of them died. So far hutchinson and newell have not been charged. 

 

6/6/11  8am 

It appears a short jail sentence is all that stood between former senator john edwards and a plea bargain.  

According to cnn...a source says the former presidential candidate rejected the deal because it included a 

six-month jail term.  Edwards is charged with six counts of violating federal campaign finance laws.  He 

pleaded not guilty last week. If he is convicted, he could get up to 30 years in prison... Up to five years for 

each count against him.   

 

6/7/11  7am 

A former wichita attorney pleads guilty to stealing from veterans and their estates. Janell jenkins-foster 

admits to stealing more than 330-thousand dollars. Before losing her law license -- jenkins-foster handled 

the finances of the veterans and their families. She'll be sentenced in august. 

 

6/8/11  8am 

A report of possible bodies at a texas home turns out to be false. Sheriff's deputies outside of houston say a 

psychic called and told them 25 to 30 dismembered bodies are buried at a texas farmhouse. Following a 

search with cadaver dogs, officials say nothing was found. They say they took the call seriously because the 

caller had details about the home that only someone who lived there could have known. They're now 

working to track down the psychic. 

 

6/9/11  7am 

In our crimewatch....  Sedgwick county authorities are looking for two men accused of trying to kidnap a 

teen. They're looking for men who fit these descriptions. The driver is between 18 and 20 with dirty blond 

hair, long bangs and a piercing on his right ear. The passenger is described as being around the same age 

wearing a ball cap with the white letters d-c. The teenage girl says the two men pulled up in a pick-up truck 

and tried to get her inside in this neighborhood in the 22 thousand block of west 61st street. That's near 

andale. The girl says the pickup was an older black model with faded paint and dark tinted windows. It also 

had a dent along the bottom of the driver's door.  You can find that description again on our website. If you 

have any information call police. 

 

6/10/11  7am 

Police arrest a possible suspect in a newton bank robbery. The white eagle credit union was robbed just 

before 4-30 thursday afternoon. Authorities say a woman came into the bank and demanded money. A 

woman matching police description was arrested in hesston. The case is being investigated by the newton 

and hesston police department as well the f-b-i and harvey county sheriff's office. 

 

6/13/11  7am 

 a wichita man pleads guilty to scheming with two store owners to cheat the federal government.  

Prosecutors say wally gaggo was a runner for kansas food market and alnoor grocery. They say he scoured 

homeless shelters for people willing to sell their food program benefits for cash.  Investigators say store 

owners paid half the value of the food stamps and pocketed the difference.  13 people are charged in two 

separate indictments. 

 

6/15/11  7am 

A Kansas family reacts after their grandmother is charged in a bank robbery. Vicki Arce (r-c) is charged 

with aggravated robbery... She's in jail on a 200-thousand dollar bond... And she could face more charges. 

She is suspected in an attempted robbery in McPherson..And previous bank robberies in Hutchinson and 

south hutch. Her sister says she can't believe it. “She would not have been thinking of her children or 

grandchildren to do this...and that's not Vicki.”  The u.s. attorney's office is expected to file several federal 

charges against arce. 

 



 

 

6/16/11  7am 

Wichita police identify the landscaper killed while working near hawker beechcraft last week. Police say 

ramon martinez-limon died after doctor mohammad sarra-fiz-deh hit him with his van on friday. 

Sarrafizdeh then drove two miles with the body on top of his vehicle. It took police five days to i-d 

martinez-limon -- partially because he's a mexican citizen. 

 

6/17/11  7am 

New this morning... The so-called barefoot bandit is expected to enter a guilty plea in a federal courtroom 

in washington today. Last week in court, he pleaded not guilty, but his lawyers hinted a deal with 

prosecutors was close. Colton harris-moore was caught last year in the bahamas following a two year run 

from the law. The 20 year old is accused of stealing boats boats, cars, and planes without shoes on. 

 

6/21/11  7am 

A 16-year-old could face charges for an accidental shooting. Investigators say four teens were at a house 

near pawnee and broadway saturday night. A one was showing off a gun --  when police say it accidentally 

went off, shooting another teen. He was taken to a hospital in critical condition and later died of his 

injuries. The shooter was arrested. 

 

6/23/11  7am 

This moundridge woman is indicted on federal bank robbery charges. 51 year old vicki arce (r-c) is charged 

with four counts of bank robbery and one count of attempted bank robbery. The charges stem from 

robberies and robbery attempts that occurred this month in newton, mcpherson, south hutchinson and 

wichita. If convicted she faces as long as 20 years in federal prison. 

 

6/24/11  7am 

Legendary mobster james "whitey" bulger was nabbed in california wednesday after 16 years on the run.  

Bulger was one of the f-b-i's top 10 most wanted fugitives. He now faces 19 counts of murder and a slew of 

other charges. Rick vincent has more on the story.   

 

6/27/11  7am 

New this morning... International criminal court judges issue arrest warrant for libyan president moammar 

gadhafi. He's now wanted for crimes against humanity in the early days of their struggle to cling to power.  

His son and his intelligence chief are included in the indictment. 

 

6/28/11  8am 

Nats: cut 0010av @ 02:25 cooler door opens track:  at a liquor store you have a lot of choices to make.  But 

the most important decision doesn't involve which can of beer you choose, or which bottle you take off the 

shelf. Nats: opening brown bag putting bottle inside track: it's how you'll get home safely after drinking. 

Sot: darrell @ 10:33 "i try to stay at the house and stay inside.  If not, i let my wife drive.  She doesn't drink 

so she's a designated driver." sot: rusty @ 06:22 "definitely if we go somewhere there's got to be somebody 

who is sober enough to drive." track: but wichita police say too many drivers aren't planning ahead.  Instead 

they get behind the wheel drunk and put others in danger. Sot: police @ 21:23 "they usually get out into a 

place...they'll go out partying or whatever and they just don't have a strategy for getting home."  track: this 

past weekend wpd arrested 31 people for dui.  That's about 50-percent more than a typical weekend.  And 

with 4th of july a few days away, police want people to start thinking ahead now... Sot: police @ 15:46 

"our goal isn't to stop people from having a good time.  What we want to do is make and help get people 

safely to wherever it is they need to go."Track: so when you're planning out the beverage list...it might be 

smart to plan for a safe ride home. Brian heap, kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

6/29/11  7am 

New surprises coming out of the amanda knox trial in italy this morning.    Independent forensic experts are 

disputing much of the forensic evidence collected against amanda knox.  They say some of the dna traces 

on a knife and bra strap used to convict the american student and her co-defendant may have been 

contaminated.  No word yet on how this will affect the trial. 

 



 

 

6/30/11  8am 

meanwhile this Garden City man pleads guilty to first degree murder wednesday. Joaquin de anda (dee an-

duh) is accused of killing a 16-year-old girl. In return, prosecutors dropped additional charges of rape and 

aggravated sodomy.  De anda was charged with murdering 16-year-old julia quintana in december 2008... 

Her body was found in a dumpster behind de anda's home... Sentencing will come after an evaluation for de 

anda at larned state hospital...  A status check in the case is set for september. 

 



 

 

 

Community 
 

4/1/11  7am 

Just by getting to the nit championship game...the shockers have done something few other missouri valley 

teams have. Here's a look at past n-i-t winners from the missouri valley conference including wichita state.  

Bradley was the last team to be in the championship game and win it all.   That happened back in 19-82.  

Tulsa is the only other team to play in the missouri valley conference and make it to the championship 

game.  They did that back in 19-81. 

 

4/5/11  8am 

After rumors and much speculation. Wichita state's head basketball coach decides to stay here. Coach 

marshall officially made his announcement monday evening on his weekly coach's show... Marshall had 

been linked to a coaching job at north carolina state. Coach marshall says he knew in his heart he was 

meant to stay with the black and yellow 

 

4/6/11  7am 

If you received an email from dillons, walgreens, best buy, target, citibank-dot-com, or one of a dozen 

other places recently... Pay attention to it.  Your email address and name may be out in cyber-space.  That 

shouldn't be a big problem for most people.  You may see more spam.   But the bigger concern is fake 

emails, made to look like the real thing.   To protect yourself, bill ramsey with the bill guy technology 

solutions says to look for two simple things. <sot verbatim:  sot 7 bill 5.00.49  bad grammar is one of them, 

two - go straight to the site.  Don't click the link, actually type - go to the site, and go to the link from there.  

And then you know you're in the right place. 58> for more information on this, go to our website -- k-w-c-

h-dot-com 

 

4/7/11  8am 

A water main break sent a gyser of water into the air last night around 47th and hydraulic. There was so 

much water -- traffic had to be diverted. The break caused the street to flood. It's not known if construction 

in the area caused the break. The gusher has been capped. 

 

4/8/11  7am 

K-state basketball will play in wichita at the end of the year. The wildcats will play west virginia in 

december at intrust bank arena. Bob huggins now coaches at west virginia. It will be the first meeting 

between the wildcats and huggins since he left the university in 2007. K-state says it’s excited to play in 

wichita. “we have so much support in the wichita area and for us to come them in a great venue is a great 

opportunity.”  The game is scheduled for december 8th at the arena. K-u may also play at the arena. 

 

4/11/11  8am 

Lake afton is a place where john nutter and his family call home. <1027 h6 5:08:03 - 5:08:05> i actually 

stay on the lake 9 months out of the year. And he used to do all his grocery shopping at the bait shop... 

<1036nj 5:15:09 - 5:15:15> you can buy hot dogs you can buy hamburger patties, buns, all that kind of 

stuff   the bait shop also was where visitors to the park could pay for their camping and boating permits...   

But the count  decided to close it last week ... A decision that's frustrating regulars. And now that white's is 

closed in goddard, there's no grocery store until you hit wichita. <daver 107163 5:38:04 - 5:38:16> there 

are still ways for people to pay for permits to get into the park, like this self pay station that's at the bait 

shop. But not everybody's satisfied with that because on days like sunday there's no more envelopes 

<10448t 5:22:32 - 5:22:43> nobody wants to put cash in a slot where the county doesn't know where it 

came from and are they going to get in trouble being out on the lake and can't prove they paid their fees  

day trippers like monique james and her husband... Say its disappointing enough... They'll go to a different 

camp ground...<5:06:00 - 5:06:09 1024xw monique james / drove up and saw store closed>  i think it 

would be to their best interest and if they have goods to sell too i mean they're going to be making money 

off it i would think. But the county says the store is costing money.  It says closing the ones in lake afton 



 

 

and at sedgwick county park will save approximately 80 thousand dollars a year...  But officials admit the 

decision will be an inconvenience. <nutter 10448t 5:19:14 - 5:19:18> they're not the ones that are out here 

and utilize that day after day after day. An inconvenience that makes staying at the lake a little less easy...at 

lake afton, dave roberts, kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

4/12/11  7am 

A big reveal, .. A big story behind it, .. And now this extreme makeover house is on the market. And in 

june...a rose hill family will auction off the home built for them back in 2005. The television program built 

it after a natural gas explosion destroyed the nutsch (new-ch) family's home. It's a four thousand square foot 

house on 40 acres...and now it could be yours. Eyewitness news reporter kim hynes this was the scene 

when a rose hill family first saw their new home in 2005.  It was built in a week by volunteers.. "really a 

great thing that extreme makeover's been doing in coming out here and helping the nutsch family.  

Everybody's been so supportive. The nutch (new-sh) family received this place with five bedrooms...four 

and a half baths...and a two car garage...after their other home exploded. “i think it's awesome, i’d love to 

live in it.” Now you can have the chance to live here.  The home will go up for auction in june.  According 

to tax records it's worth almost 379 thousand dollars. The auction company says the family is selling 

because they want to downsize.  Not as many kids live here at home and they don't need as big of a house. 

So you may wonder...why auction the house instead of just selling it?  A spokesman with mccurry 

auction...who is not involved with this sale...says auctions are popular because they happen fast. When we 

sell at auction, its cash, as is and we call for closing within 30 days. The company running the auction says 

no base price will be set.  They'll see what's offered...but the new-sh's have final say on whether to accept a 

price. Every property performs differently.  It ultimately comes down to supply and demand. How this 

house will perform will come to light in june. Kh eyewitness news. 

 

4/13/11  7am 

Country superstar kenny chesney will be in wichita tonight.  It's all part of his goin' coastal tour.  Opening 

the show for him is billy currington and uncle kracker.  The concert is tonight at seven o'clock.  Coming up 

in our six o'clock hour, we are giving away our last two tickets to tonight's concert.  Make sure you watch 

to find out how you can win. 

 

4/14/11  8pm 

Sedgwick county gets a big check from the intrust bank arena. 2010 was a big year for the arena- the one 

million dollar check represents the revenue the county earned in the arena's first year of operation. S-m-g 

manages the facility and gets the first 450-thousand dollars in profit. The county gets the next 450 

thousand. The county will put the money into the operation and reserve fund for the arena. 

 

4/15/11  7am 

The town of geuda springs is a small one...less than a hundred people live here...but more than two hundred 

come to it every day to not just get their mail...but to also see their friends. 0007zu dean richards / citizen 

6:55:32 - 6:55:41> that's the heart of the town is our post office and we'd love to keep it if the lord's willing. 

The residents received this letter last week from the postal service letting them know the heart of the town 

might be closing. There's many reasons outlined in the letter.  One is declining demand.   Another is 

because the office doesn't currently have a post master.  That's because the job remained empty since 

connie shelton retired in 2008. <0005d5 connie shelton / former post master 6:39:34 - 6:39:40> it was just 

where everybody met up with everybody else <00470q 7:13:42 - 7:13:59 daver stand up> many of the 

residents of geuda springs and the surrounding community get their mail from these post office boxes 

because they live outside of the route. They're concerned that if this post office closes they'll need to travel 

to oxford, kansas, which is more than 10 miles away to get their mail. <6:45:21 - 6:45:23 connie shelton> 

our older people <6:45:30 - 6:45:41>  they're all on pretty much fixed incomes, just as i am now to think 

that i'm going to have to drive 12 miles one way, and then 12 miles back. It's not just the price of gas that's 

worrying people either. <6:47:42 - 6:47:48 connie shelton> what happens six months to a year down the 

road if they decide to do something with the oxford post office?  The small town that wants to save it's 

heart...in geuda springs, dave roberts, kwch 12 eyewitness news 

 

4/18/11  7am 

In all his years preparing taxes for people...chris merchant has come across some *unusual* write offs. 



 

 

14:41 it's an interesting business.   Some legit and some not so much.   It's easy for him to tell the 

difference...but can you?   How about dog food? (bell ding ding ding!)   Turns out this one can be a true 

deduction. 10:10 i would have said no at first, but he was a hunting and fishing guy and the irs allowed it.   

How about your deceased mothers dentures? (buzzer)   yup, someone actually tried to write that one 

off...8:08 that's where we had to draw the line 

     that didn't work, but that same guy successfully deducted his deceased mothers prescription drugs 

7:48 he had a letter from a medical company that he donated her medication.   Okay last one...an exotic 

dancers *ahem* scantily clad clothing? (ding ding ding)   as scandoulous as it sounds...this one is actually 

legit. 

11:46 it's their job   c-d's for dj's, a set of golf clubs for a professional golfer, and even a guitar for a country 

singer...they all are approved write offs.   There's a lesson to be learned here...merchant says to keep 

meticulous records and take *everything* you think could be a deduction and let a professional help you 

decide if the i-r-s would allow or frown on it. 2:38 because you never know...you should take everything.   

In wichita, melody pettit, kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

4/19/11  8am 

We'll find out tomorrow morning if chief meteorologist merril teller keeps his mustache or shaves it. Just 

go to kwch-dot-com to find out if merrill’s mustache stays or goes. 

 

4/20/11  7am 

New this morning... Butler community college students help a wichita teen to move around her home.   

Hana (ha-nuh) choi was paralyzed in a drunk driving crash last year.   The crash killed her mom, twin 

sister, and younger brother.    Since then hana has been in physical therapy. The choi family is getting help 

from these engineering students at butler community college.  Last night, the students presented ideas to a 

construction company about making the choi's home wheelchair friendly for hana.   They're starting with 

the kitchen and bathroom.   Student kelby kimberblin say the project gives him hands-on experience with a 

real design... Plus, a chance to give back. 

<sot verbatim:2.37.11  things can change so fast and it's just been a great opportunity to give something to 

someone who's lost so much. 2.37.21>   there's still much left to do with the project   the construction 

company and family still have to pick a design they like best... Then it will need to be constructed. 

 

4/21/11  8am 

The school year ends in about a month... And that means graduation time. We are looking for high school 

pictures from viewers ...the crazier the better!  So, whether you're wearing a sweater that seemed cool at the 

time...or a hairdo that just wouldn't quit...send your high school pictures to photos at kwch.com... Some of 

them may wind up here on eyewitness news this morning -  

 

4/22/11  7am 

Residents who have unfinished business with the city of salina can clear their tickets next week without the 

fear of being arrested. The city is waiving the 50 dollar warrant fee and not arresting people wanted on "fail 

to appear" and "fail to pay" warrants if they appear in salina court next week. Our news partners at the 

salina journal have a complete list of names. You can find a link to it at kwch dot com. 

 

4/25/11  8am 

New this morning... A garage is heavily damaged in a fire early this morning. The home also has minor 

damage. The fire broke out in the 12-thousand block of east four oaks just after four this morning. Officials 

say lightning may have started the fire and spread to the home. It's not clear how much damage the fire has 

caused. Two people in the home made it out safe. 

 

4/26/11  7am 

Beginning today -- thousands of photos will be on display for people to claim in andover. Memories that 

were littered for miles are now available to see. And as eyewitness news reporter megan strader shows us ... 

A few pictures can mean the world to someone who thought they'd lost everything. 

 

4/27/11  7am 



 

 

Saint vincent de paul church took a direct hit from the tornado. This sanctuary stands where the original 

church once stood. The church has grown in the two decades since. The congregation hung pictures of the 

destruction, and the tornado, along the rebuilt walls to remember. <father mike 1:28:38 "i don't think god 

caused a tornado to come to andover. /// 50 but i think god, knowing there would be a tornado here, gave us 

the grace and strength to move through this tough time. 00> when the church rebuilt is also added 

something --  a basement, under the sanctuary. 

 

4/28/11  7am 

Fact finder 12 looks at what you can do to keep yourself safe from scammers.  First...verify with the office 

of the charity that there is indeed a campaign going on.  Also...don't ever donate cash if you can help it.  

Write a check to the charity.  This helps you document the donation for your records and for your tax 

return.  You should also ask for a receipt.  Also...be prepared to ask questions.  Real people who work for 

these charities will be able to tell you how they use their donations and what portion of your contribution 

goes where.  If they can't answer those questions...don't give them your money.  You can find more ways 

on how to avoid scams like these and others by going to kwch dot com. 

 

4/29/11  7am 

The storms in the southeast have many people in our area pitching in to help out. More than 40 crews from 

weststar left thursday morning to help restore power in the affected areas. The red cross in kansas is also 

helping out. An emergency response vehicle left hays and stopped in wichita. It's headed to alabama to help 

with recovery efforts. 

 

5/2/11  8am 

The vatican is still investigating claims the recovery of a colwich man is a miracle. Chase ear suffered a 

traumatic brain injury in 2008. His family says prayers to father emil kapaun helped him survive. Kapaun 

was a roman catholic army chaplain from kansas who died during the korean war. The wichita diocese has 

already been working to have him canonized as a saint before kear's recovery. 

 

5/4/11  8am 

Here's what's coming up later on the c-w today. Fat-burning foods on steven and chris at 9:00. Actor and 

author isaiah washington joins wendy williams today. Tonight..it's back to back episode of america's next 

top model. 

 

5/5/11  7am 

A central kansas family asks for your help. Their five year old daughter is sick- stephanie is fighting cancer 

for a second time. She was first diagnosed two years ago with leukemia. Now the cancer is back and 

stephanie's going through chemotherapy. But she needs a bone marrow transplant- and her mom and dad 

aren't a match. There's a drive this weekend in hutchinson to see if someone else might be. <sot verbatim: 

well it's important you come out, this could be your child lying on the table right now > the drive to find a 

match is this friday and saturday in hutchinson at the anchor inn. Friday from 6 to 9 and saturday from 11 

to 3. They especially need african american and hispanic donors. The test is simple- just a swab of your 

cheek cells. 

 

5/6/11  7am 

And be careful driving in reno county this weekend. The sheriff's office will be conducting a d-u-i sobriety 

check lane. It will be sometime today between sunday. People who are stopped may be subject to a field 

sobriety test.  Deputies will arrest people who are believed to be drunk or have outstanding warrants.      

 

5/9/11  8am 

Flags across the state will be flown at half-staff again today. It's in honor of representative rocky fund who 

died late last month after a battle with cancer. The republican from holton was buried may 2nd.  The 

governor praised fund for his service in the u.s. Air force and for the work he's done in his northeast kansas 

house district. 

 

5/10/11  7am 



 

 

Two apartments are destroyed in a fire late monday night.  The fire broke out around ten in the 89-hundred 

block of east harry -- that's just west of harry and webb. A dozen apartments had to be evacuated, but only 

two are destroyed.  Crews were able to put the fire out quickly, and no one was hurt.  Officials say the fire 

caused hundreds of thousands of dollars in damages.  A cause of the fire has not been released. 

 

5/11/11  8am 

Yardwork.  For homeowners and some businesses it's a necessary evil. But a company is hesston is trying 

to make the job a little less work...one lawn mower at a time.  I got a look behind the scenes at hustler turf 

equipment... To show you how its made in kansas...but along with the green chances are you'll see a little 

yellow. We're just a big white building right off the side of the road.  And hustler turf equipment, in 

hesston, keeps getting bigger. Inventor of the zero turn lawn mower, hustler manufactures 30-thousand 

mowers each year.  When you first come in it's pretty overwhelming.  Mowers are stacked high off the 

ground and hanging in the air...a hundred people work at the plant to make the high powered machine for 

commercial and residentail use. With the assembly line that we have set up its about every five to six 

minutes that we have a new mower coming off the line.   Before it hits the line...mowers take their shape 

*here*. We start off with flat sheets of steel....and you walk through and you see it being fabricated, 

welded. Steel is cut...then bent using a machine. It's guided by human hands...each bend must be precise or 

the operator starts over.  The pieces are welded together, making up the mower's base before being hung on 

a paint line that moves seven feet a minute and runs 20 hours a day.  A powder coat system paints the 

pieces in seconds.  The powder is actually bonded to the metal so if you get a chip in it rust won't leak 

underneath the paint like it does with a normal paint system it comes out of the paint booth and goes into an 

oven where the pain is cured at 350 degress.  Folks here at hustler call this the race track. This is where the 

mowers are finished being assembled, during peak season they can produce more than two hundred a day.   

Assemblers work in pairs...one on each side of the mower....attaching belts...pulley covers and wheels then 

they marry the deck to the tractor chasse.  It might look like the same mower going down the line but theres 

eighty different variations of some of them the mower's engine is bought from a distributor but assembled 

at hustler. Everyday off every line a random machine is pulled. A quality control check that is done on all 

six lines before its wrapped and shipped. It's a good feeling when you're driving down the street and you 

see something you built out there.  And hustler makes sure its mowers are easy to spot. This is one of 

hustlers seventy different product line models completed. Once they leave here they will be shipped all 

over the country and worldwide. In hesston kara sewell kwch 12 eyewitness news  in hesston kara sewell 

kwch 12 eyewitness news.  

 

5/12/11  7am 

Continuing coverage this morning... Hutchinson native and marine kenny kalish lost his legs and one of his 

arms after a blast in afghanistan. Kenny's mother tells eyewitness news that he left a hospital in maryland 

today for san antonio. There he will begin rehab. 

 

5/13/11  8am 

The super bowl is a looong ways off.   But an unlikely group of men are already busy making thank-you 

gifts for volunteers who help out on football's biggest day.  Scott swan takes us behind bars to introduce us 

to the naptown knitters.  

 

5/16/11  7am 

The countdown is back on for space shuttle endeavour’s final flight.   It's scheduled to blast off at 7:56 our 

time this morning from the kennedy space center in central florida.  Joel brown reports on nasa's second-to-

last shuttle launch. The shuttle crew was all smiles as they made their way to the launch pad ahead of 

endeavor's final mission. After an electrical glitch grounded the flight last month, nasa officials say 

conditions look promising for this morning's liftoff. Hundreds of thousands of spectators are expected to be 

on hand including injured congresswoman gabrielle gifford’s. "she’s looking forward to watching him 

launch and come back and you know it's a big moment for all of us." gifford’s' husband - mark kelly - is 

endeavor's commander. (nasa handout out) after she was critically wounded in january’s shooting rampage 

in tucson, kelly rarely left her side. Now, gifford’s chief of staff says the congresswoman didn't want to 

miss the chance to be by his. "they’re inspiring. I know individually, as a couple i know a lot of people 

have found strength in their love." captain kelly may be embarking on an out-of-this world mission... But 

he won't have to stay out of touch with his wife. The couple will be able to talk over the phone. “it’s a 



 

 

wonderful thing that after so much trial and tribulation that she has the, she made the effort to come and 

that she's allowed to see her husband go on this tremendous mission." this is the second to last shuttle flight 

for nasa. Endeavor's main goal will be to haul a 2 billion dollar astronomy and physics experiment to the 

international space station. Joel brown, cbs news, the kennedy space center 

 

5/17/11  7am 

Shuttle endeavor crew wakes up to u2's "beautiful day" this morning.  The song was dedicated by rep. 

Gabrielle giffords to her astronaut husband mark kelly.  Today is the crew's first full day in space for 

endeavor's final flight.  The shuttle blasted off from the kennedy space center monday morning.  Today, the 

crew will inspect the ship for any damage that might have occurred during the launch. 

 

5/18/11  5am 

In the aviation watch. The city approves a measure to give more than two and a half million dollars in 

incentives to hawker beechcraft. Sedgwick county will consider an incentive package next week. The state 

has agreed to chip in 40-million dollars. 

 

5/19/11  8am 

Three people on a boeing 707 walk away after the plane crashes at a naval air station in california.  The 

plane crashed on take-off and burst into flames. Officials say it was loaded with 150-thousand pounds of 

fuel, and was used to transport fuel to fleet operations. A pilot, co-pilot, and navigator were on board... 

They walked away with minor injuries. It's not known yet what caused the plane to crash.    

 

5/20/11  8am 

It was a meal no one had ever finished... Yet, our morning producer steve brosius and viewer lawrence 

trujillo stepped up to the table to take it on! An 8 pattie - 6 pound - cheesburger! We'll take you there, in 

our serve it up segment this morning. 

 

5/23/11  8am 

When your family hits the road this summer, you may run into some unexpected bumps.  But there's a 

friendly face offering help at many destinations -- behind a hotel desk. Stephanie oswald shows us.  

 

5/24/11  7am 

Residents in joplin, missouri are in the beginning steps of recovery after being hit by one of deadliest 

tornadoes on u-s record.  And -- we're getting a better look of just how enormous that twister was.  Some 

storm chasers caught the monster funnel on camera.  As greg black reports -- the crew ended up getting a 

better view than they bargained for.  

 

5/26/11  7am 

The nfl is helping with tornado relief.  The kansas city chiefs sent five semi-trailers filled with donated 

supplies to ready and joplin.  A chiefs spokesperson says more than 168 thousand bottles had been donated 

by kansas city residents.  The chiefs also collected gloves, batteries, trash bags and flashlights.  The 

tornadoes killed one person in reading and 124 in joplin.   

 

5/27/11  7am 

The front man for the band kiss is auctioning off some of his artwork. All proceeds from the auction will go 

to the american red cross in its effort to service tornado victims. Stanley and talk show host george lopez 

worked together to create one of the master pieces up for auction.  Stanley urged "lopez tonight" audience 

members to help those in need.  <sot verbatim:  "even if you don't love the painting, you've got to give 

money back, you know, for all the stuff that we've been fortunate enough to get -- you've got to give back 

to the people who need it, so whether it's this painting or just reaching in your pocket, give to the people 

who need!  We're all blessed!" > 

 

5/30/11  7am 

A soldier from bel-aire dies last week while serving in afghanistan.  Sergeant thomas bohall died thursday 

during an i-e-d explosion.  He was twenty-five years old...  Eyewitness news reporter dave roberts spoke 

with people who love him... Who say he had a big heart. 



 

 

 

5/31/11  7am 

It's the first monument on the k-state campus honoring those who fought and died in world war two. 

Students and faculty joined governor brownback and representatives from fort riley for monday's 

dedication. The sculpture is titled "tags of honor" and depicts two dog tags. It's 7-feet tall and made of 

stainless steel. The idea for the monument began back in 2-thousand-2. <sot verbatim: "i appreciate it more 

every day and i think other people do also, it's the older we get the more we appreciate it. So it's a lot of 

history. A lot of world war ii history with the guys that are involved in this."> underneath the memorial is 

soil from arlington, national cemeteries in leavenworth and fort scott and veterans cemeteries around 

kansas. K-state already has monuments honoring world war one and vietnam veterans. 

 

6/1/11  7am 

The wichita riverfest starts this friday. These tents will make up the main food court at wichita's riverfest. It 

was moved from the east side of century two to the west side. That's because organizers wanted it to be 

closer to the river.  It will also be near an entertainment district... Where people can buy alcoholic drinks 

and walk along the river. Regulars say they're looking forward to the changes this year. <sot 

verbatim:lindsay 15:07 "i just have fond memories and haven't been in a while so i think it will be fun.">  

also new this year... A zipline across the ar-kansas river.  Its about 20 feet up in the air. 

 

6/2/11  7am 

Everyone reported missing following last week's tornado has been accounted for in joplin. The 

announcement came from the missouri state highway patrol.  The agency has led the effort to track down 

the nearly 270 people listed as unaccounted for after the may 22nd twister.  The patrol says the confirmed 

death toll of 134 includes 12 peopled who had been on the unaccounted for list. 

 

6/3/11  7am 

The town of greensburg is teaching other communities how to rebuild after a tornado. Leaders from 

tuscaloosa alabama and reading met in greensburg thursday. They toured places like the hospital... And 

learned what it takes to start from scratch. Tuscaloosa lost seven thousand homes and businesses in an april 

tornado...while reading lost about 100 nearly two weeks ago. No matter the size...they both have a lot work 

to do and greensburg is helping lead the way. <sot verbatim: 46:33 we need to find out what they did, how 

fast they did it and we're amazed in four years what the place looks like. > the biggest lesson greensburg 

learned was to take expert help when it was offered.    The experts helped them narrow down what was 

realistic. 

 

6/6/11  8am 

Pizza hut restaurants in four states will hold a fundraiser to benefit tornado victims today. Kansas, along 

with missouri, oklahoma, and ar-kan-saw will donate some proceeds to the united way pizza hut tornado 

relief fun. 15-percent of the proceeds from dine-in, carryout, and delivery will go to the fund; there are 

more than 550 locations participating. 

 

6/7/11  7am 

Flags in kansas will be flown at half-staff today in honor of this bel aire soldier.  Sargent thomas bohall was 

killed in afghanistan last month. Sargent bohall's body will arrive in san antonio today. His funeral will be 

wednesday. 

 

6/8/11  8am 

The kansas town of beloit mourns its police chief. Chief ryan stocker died unexpectedly monday night...in 

his sleep. Our news partners at the salina journal report...stocker died of natural causes...but the coroner in 

wichita will perform an autopsy. Stocker was 35 years old. 

 

6/9/11  7am 

The smoky hill river festival starts today.  It will feature four stages of continuous live music, fine arts and 

crafts, hands-on children's activities and food. The events kick off at six o'clock tonight in salina with the 

festival jam. Also, don't miss your chance this morning to win buttons to the festival. We're giving those 

away for our mindbender prize. 



 

 

 

6/10/11  7am 

Before the weather hampered all the fun at riverfest last night. Downtown wichita froze for two minutes.  

It's called a freeze-mob. More than a 100 people froze in place for two minutes on the douglas bridge at 

riverfest early last night... And displayed the word stop, written on their hands. All to raise awareness of a 

cause. <sot verbatim: 17.45  i think there's a growing number of people of people who realize human 

trafficking is happening in our city.  We are actually the #5 departure city in the country.  That mean four 

other cities have more people taken from them, into trafficking, than wichita. 59> participants say it worked 

out so well... They may try it again today...   Weather permitting. 

 

6/13/11  7am 

The board of directors for nomar theater announces they're in discussions to purchase the historic crown 

uptown dinner theatre.  Last week we told you that the crown may be in trouble.  It posted a sign on the 

door earlier this month saying it was closed until further notice.  Nomar theatres say they've begun a capital 

campaign for the potential purchase of the facility. 

 

6/14/11  8am 

The adoptive parents of a boy who hasn't been seen since 1999... Head to court next week. The trial for 

Doug and Valerie Herrman is set to begin Tuesday, June 21st. They're charged with fraud... Prosecutors say 

they collected thousands of dollars in state payments by claiming Adam Herrman as a dependent... Even 

after he disappeared. The Herrman's claim Adam ran away in 1999... His disappearance wasn't reported 

until 2008... When his adoptive sister tried to locate him. Prosecutors say the case will focus *only* on the 

financial crimes. 

 

6/15/11  7am 

A car is found in a Kansas lake with a body inside. The car was discovered last summer but wasn't pulled 

out until now. The car was pulled from Shawnee lake in Topeka over the weekend. Police say it was last 

registered in 19-84. They say the car may be a 19-74 Oldsmobile. It has Wisconsin plates with a 19-84 

register sticker. 

 

6/16/11  7am 

The wichita suburb of bel aire is looking at cutting services or raising taxes.... All because of a big deficit. 

It's asking residents for feedback in two community meetings.  The city, based on a worst-case scenario, 

faces an 800-thousand-dollar budget deficit in a $4 million budget.  If cuts aren't made, residents can expect 

a mill levy increase of 18 or 19 mills. <sot verbatim:   10:44 everything is on the table there's not a stone 

we're not going to turn we got to look at everything. > the city is recommending cuts to the police 

department, and the elimination of the rec department. Bel aire will hold two community meetings, the first 

-- this saturday morning. It starts at nine at city hall. 

 

6/17/11  7am 

The town of liberal is joining in the fight against underage drinking. on thursday, it kicked off a campaign 

aimed at getting the community involved. The liberal coalition for families received a grant two years ago 

to help promote the prevention of underage drinking in seward county. a ribbon cutting ceremony was held 

outside of a liquor store. It was held there in order to address the public about the involvement liquor stores 

have with the movement. <sot verbatim: Elizabeth Stamper, Executive Director of Liberal area coalition 

families what she said verbatim: We wanted to do it in front of the liquor store because the liquor stores 

support this too. It's not a campaign to prevent liquor stores but it is actually to help liquor stores by saying, 

"we don't sell to minors."  >  the grant also supports other programs throughout the community to help 

prevent underage drinking. 

 

6/21/11  7am 

Power is getting restored this morning.hail and high winds were the cause to a lot of outages in sedgwick 

county. Westar energy reported 36-hundred outages in sedgwick county around six last night. That's now 

down to less than 1-hundred. 

 

6/23/11  7am 



 

 

Two former business partners of facebook founder mark zuckerberg give up their fight for more money. 

Tyler and cameron winklevoss say they were short-changed in a 65-million dollar settlement with 

zuckerberg.  The winklevosses and a third person filed suit in 2004 against facebook and zuckerberg, 

claiming he had stolen the idea for facebook from them. In april, a federal appeals judge ruled the twins 

could not undo the settlement agreement they signed in 2008. The pair wanted to reverse that ruling. But in 

court documents filed wednesday, they said they will not pursue the matter any longer.  

 

6/24/11  7am 

The k-9 unit at the sedgwick county sheriff's office receives a special donation. An area business donated 

three  specially designed k-9 beds. Officers say the beds will allow the dogs to rest more comfortably and 

keep their joints healthy. <sot verbatim: 56:12 anything we can do to make the dogs lives better is great 

because the longer they last the longer we get more work out of them.  56:19 > The beds are valued at more 

than 200 dollars. 

 

6/27/11  7am 

Fireworks go on sale today in wichita. Last year was the first time in 30 years that fireworks were allowed 

in unincorporated areas of sedgwick county. They may be shot from july first through the independence 

day holiday. Roman candles, regular firecrackers, consumer-sized mortars, sparklers and smoke bombs are 

allowed. Not legal are bottle rockets or high powered firecrackers like m-80's. Fire officials want to remind 

you to be safe when using fireworks. Last year 33 people in wichita were hurt because of them. 

 

6/28/11  8am 

The stars were out in new york city last night to show support for the trevor project. Harry potter star daniel 

radcliff was honored by the group which aims to prevent suicides among gay teens. <sot verbatim:"I'm not 

entirely comfortable with the idea of being called a hero because I don't see myself as having done anything 

even remotely heroic. But it's incredibly kind of them to honor me."> The last harry potter movie opens 

july 15th. 

 

6/29/11  7am 

What will wichita' s next budget look like? We'll get an idea when the city manager unveils next year's 

budget proposal this morning. That will be followed by a public meeting tonight. It starts at six o'clock in 

the council chambers at city hall. We'll break down the budget and look at what the plan could mean for 

you tomorrow on eyewitness newscasts and at k-w-c-h dot-com. The final budget will be presented july 12. 

The city council will vote on it in august. 

 

6/30/11  8am 

A court in a Moscow suburb has banned works by the founder of the Church of Scientology. It says that 

"What is Scientology?" and other L. Ron Hubbard books - quote -"contain calls for extremist activities."     

Scientology officials could not be immediately reached for comment. The group says it has 10 million 

followers worldwide...but some European countries consider it a cult or sect. Russia's dominant Orthodox 

Church has denounced Scientology as a -quote- "totalitarian sect." 

 



 

 

 

Economy 
4/1/11  7am 

A non-profit speech rehabilitation clinic struggles to survive..."erin is hope" is an intensive clinic that helps 

special needs kids learn to speak.   It combines medical and educational services through physical, speech, 

and writing therapies.  Officials say tens of thousands of dollars are tied up in delayed payments from 

insurance companies... As well as a 42-thousand dollar dispute with medicaid.  Which means no cash flow.  

They've had lay-offs and cutbacks and say they will do anything just to stay open. The hardest thing for us 

is that we have a big waiting list and until we are able to get our cash flow back online those children are 

having to wait.>  the organization has talked about picketing and protesting the insurance companies in 

topeka. 

 

4/4/11  7am 

Continuing coverage in libya...  U-s warplanes will fly strike missions in libya until at least monday night.    

American forces had planned to end missions on saturday, but nato requested a 48 hour extension after bad 

weather hampered operations over the weekend.   Nato is helping rebels by targeting forces loyal to libyan 

leader moammar qaddafi. 

 

4/5/11  8am 

President obama will meet with top lawmakers today as both sides work to avoid a partial shutdown of the 

federal government. The short-term spending bill passed last month runs out on friday.  Republicans and 

democrats are working towards a compromise, but each wants the other to make concessions. House 

republicans draft a third stop-gap bill.  It would cut spending by 12-billion-dollars, fully fund the pentagon 

through the fiscal year, and extend negotiations to avoid a partial shutdown. 

 

4/6/11  7am 

President obama is putting the pressure on law-makers to hammer out a budget deal. Sot: president obama 

No one gets 100 percent of what they want. The president says he'll summon congressional leaders to the 

white house every day until an agreement is reached.   But time is running out.   If a budget is not passed by  

midnight  friday, the federal government will be forced to shut down. House speaker john boehner says 

both sides are still far apart. Sot: rep. John boehner / r - house speaker) -  (:25-:34) "we're not gonna allow 

the senate nor the white house to put us in a box where we have to make   a choice between two bad 

options."  (bridge: joel brown / cbs news / washington) - (:34-:43) "democrats agreed on 33 billion dollars 

in budget cuts, a little more than half of what the gop was asking for. But republicans say it's still not 

enough." (sot: rep. John larson / d - connecticut) -  (:43-:53) 

"they talk about compromise but   their goal is to shrink government up so small they can drown it in a  

bathtub."  

The gop floated the idea of short term plan to keep the government running, but the white house rejected it.  

If the government does shutdown, not everyone stays home.   Most of the nation's 4.4 million federal 

employees are considered essential and will continue to work. But hundreds of thousands of "non essential" 

workers will stay home.   Social security checks will still be mailed, but federal tax refunds could be 

delayed. And the pentagon says it hasn't figured out how pay would be affected for u.s. Troops....including 

the 146,000 service members in iraq and afghanistan. Joel brown, cbs news, washington.> 

 

4/7/11  8am  

Unemployment rates are dropping in wichita and in kansas. And the charities who've stepped up to help 

those in need are the effects of that. The united methodist open door center served about one hundred fewer 

families in january and february, than it did one year ago. But it is still seeing a demand much higher than it 

was pre-recession. “we have a feeling of kind of settling a little bit, but a little bit...not enough“ the united 

way's laid off worker center is also seeing a drop in demand. Last month it helped 44 people, down from it's 

highest number in september of 2009 when it saw 305. 

 

4/8/11  7am 



 

 

The house of representatives passed a one-week government funding bill thursday, trying to stop a possible 

government shutdown.  But the measure is not expected to clear the senate, and president obama says he'll 

veto the measure if it reaches him.  With a friday deadline looming, government leaders continue to work 

to reach an agreement.   Sandra endo is live on capitol hill with the latest. Just hours to go until a possible 

government shutdown. Late thursday, president obama huddled with the two congressional leaders for 

nearly an hour in the oval office but still, no agreement.  For us to go backwards because washington 

couldn't get its act together is unacceptable with the wheels of government potentially coming to a grinding 

halt come midnight, the president set a different deadline for republican house speaker john boehner and 

democratic senate majority leader harry reid to strike a deal. The president set an early morning deadline 

before we have to start notifying almost a million federal employees that they'll have to report to work and 

say they won't be there on monday all sides say some progress was made but the sticking points remain - 

where to cut spending. Democrats want to protect programs surrounding women's health and the 

environment. Republicans say cutting spending overall should be the priority.  The house passed a week 

long stop gap measure to continue to fund the military if a shutdown occurs.  Senate democrats and the 

president reject the bill saying it's only a temporary fix.  Earlier thursday speaker boehner said he'll work to 

the end to try to avert a shutdown.  There's no reason to draw any lines in the sand to make this more 

difficult than it already is but how the two sides do that is the big question.  President obama cancelled a 

planned trip to indiana today to deal with the possible halting of the government that could lie ahead. On 

capitol hill, i’m sandra endo 

 

 

4/11/11  8am 

Congress will vote this week on the budget compromise reached friday.   That will likely be just the 

beginning of a lengthy fight between congress and president obama.   It's likely the rising national debt will 

be at the center of the battle.   The president will give a speech wednesday.  In it he'll outline his positions 

on reducing the federal deficit and the country's debt.   This includes cuts to medicare and medicaid. <sot 

verbatim: cg already on screen from fox news sunday sot: (david plouffe/president obama's advisor) "he'll 

lay out his approach this week in terms of the scale of debt reduction he thinks the country needs so we can 

grow economically and win the future, a balanced approach." >   president obama's administration says the 

government won't be able to borrow more money next month unless congress raises the debt limit.  

Republicans say that's not the way to fix things. They say the administration needs to take a more 

aggressive approach and slash spending. 

 

4/12/11  7am 

Gas prices are back on the rise. The average price for a gallon of gas is three-55. That's still cheaper than 

the national average of three dollars and 77 cents. Analysts say three things are driving up the prices. 

Global economic recovery...record speculation...and unrest in the middle east. As oil prices climb to more 

than 110 dollars a barrel, they pose a growing threat to the economy. As the prices climb...spending on 

gasoline has fallen. It's down three point six percent in the past week. It's the fifth straight weekly decline. 

 

4/13/11  7am 

President obama will lay out his new plan for reducing the federal deficit today.   In a speech this 

afternoon, he's expected to call for changes to medicare and medicaid, and tax increases for the wealthy.  

The president's proposal is vastly different from the one republican congressman paul ryan unveiled last 

week.  Mr. Obama will give congressional leaders a preview of the speech at a white house meeting this 

morning.  Republicans have already warned any plan that increases taxes is a non-starter."we have a 

spending problem.">   the u-s is heading for a record budget deficit this year - an estimated 1.5 trillion 

dollars... That includes the 38-billion in spending cuts congressional leaders agreed to last week. 

 

4/14/11  8am 

Sedgwick county must cut 17 million dollars from its budget. Nearly 4-hundred sedgwick county 

employees will be offered early retirement. If they opt to retire... There will be two options. They can 

choose to get five years of health benefits or  twenty days of sick pay. Each employee who retires will save 

the county 50 thousand dollars. The county says this is just the beginning of cutting back staff. It has to cut 

17 million over the next two years and layoffs will be part of balancing the budget. 

 



 

 

4/15/11  7am 

In the consumer watch... Kansans continue to pay more for gas... But the higher prices won't just cost you 

more at the pump... Several companies are adding fuel surcharges to help offset rising costs.  Lies trash 

service says its fuel bill jumped 18 thousand dollars in one month because of the cost of diesel.   So it 

started a 25 cent per month surcharge .if we don't increase, we're going to have to absorb it and maybe not 

be able to operate our business. >  countryside lawn and tree is in the same situation.  It will charge 

customers an extra few bucks for all calls to cover the cost of gas.  The owner says right now if he buys the 

same amount of gas as last year....it will cost an additional 80 thousand dollars.   Find the cheapest gas near 

you... And learn new ways to save at k-w-c-h dot com... Click "pain at the pump". 

 

4/18/11  8am 

It's tax day!  The government gave three extra days because of a holiday in washington d-c.   Local tax 

places say they are already full of appointments for today and expect even more walk-ins.   We talked with 

one local accountant who says he has seen some *unique* things people try to write off.    They include 

golf clubs and dog food -- all of which ended up being legitimate deductions. "take everything you think 

might be a deduction and let a professional decide because you never know..."   the deadline is midnight 

tonight...but officials warn if you are not e-filing...the post offices won't stay open that late. 

 

4/19/11  8am 

A top rating firm in the u-s is urging the nation to get its deficit under control s&p lowered its long term 

outlook for u-s credit from stable to negative monday for the first time ever. It now says there is a one in 

three chance it will downgrade the government's credit rating. That would make it more expensive for the 

u-s to borrow money. 

 

4/20/11  7am 

Continuing coverage on a story we brought you tuesday...  Mcdonald's says their hiring blitz was a success.  

The restaurant chain set a goal of hiring 50-thousand people nationwide -- including 250 in the wichita 

area.   Bob lane owns 14 mcdonald's in wichita.  He says each store has already hired 5 or 6 people and 

expects more to be hired in the coming days.  Lane says each store had around 30 people fill out 

applications and take part in interviews. 

 

4/22/11  7am 

President obama wants to find out if criminal activity could be to blame for the nation's high gas prices. 

He's ordered the justice department to look for any fraud or manipulation in oil markets. The average price 

for regular gas now stands at 3 dollars and 84 cents a gallon. That's about 30 cents higher than a month 

ago... And almost a dollar higher than a year ago. Wichita gas averages to 3-58 a gallon. 

 

4/25/11  7am 

In today's consumer watch...national gas prices rise again over the easter weekend. The lundberg survey of 

gas prices puts the average national price for a gallon of regular at a staggering three dollars and eighty 

eight cents. That's 12 cents higher than just two weeks ago. Chicago has the nation's highest average gas 

prices at four dollars and 27 cents. Wichita averages 3-58 a gallon. Read more about gas prices at kwch-

dot-com. Just look for pain at the pump. 

 

4/26/11  8am 

Aviation leaders and governor brownback meet to discuss the future of wichita’s role as the air capital. 

Specifically how to keep jobs and how to create new ones in the aviation industry. Wichita's aviation 

companies say they're constantly being courted by other states offering incentives to relocate. They cite 

louisiana’s push to get hawker beechcraft last year. The governor plans to hold more summits with business 

and community leaders in the future. There's more news on kwch dot com. Mark's forecast is just ahead. 

 

4/27/11  7am 

More tax dollars won't be invested into downtown just yet.the city of wichita says its going to wait for 

private development before doing that. On tuesday, the city council learned about the new incentive policy 

for revitalizing downtown. In the past the city took the position...build parking garages and improve 

landscaping...hoping development will happen. The city says that policy served its purpose but now it will 



 

 

wait for projects to come to them. The new policy sets out criteria for developers and the kind of projects 

the city is willing to invest tax dollars. <sot verbatim:11:29 "what does the public gain at this investment of 

public dollars. We're looking at that with a very high priority."> the city says the goal is to also use public 

dollars to connect different projects and areas of downtown. 

 

4/28/11  7am 

The latest from the legislature... The main goal for lawmakers in the wrap-up session is fixing the state 

budget. Both chambers are hoping to agree on a 14-billion dollar budget for the fiscal year beginning 

january first. The house and senate have approved versions of the budget.  Sticking points include how to 

reduce aid to public schools and the future of the kansas arts commission.  Cuts are necessary to close a 

budget shortfall that at one point in the session approached 500 million dollars. 

  

4/29/11  7am 

Mcdonald's hired more people than it planned during its one day hiring frenzy earlier this month. The fast 

food chain planned to hire 50-thousand workers...instead, it hired 62-thousand people.... 12-thousand more 

than it planned. Mcdonald's says it received more than a million job applications on april 19th.  

 

5/2/11  8am 

Agape resource center in newton held an event to help those in need. It's called cans for clothes. The center 

is a food pantry and a clothes closet... But it was running out of money for food. So... It decided to offer 

people some of its clothes if they brought in food. The executive director is surprised to see what some 

people are doing to help. The center gives out food twice a week to those who need it. 

 

5/3/11  7am 

A california-based company announces a major recall of grape tomatoes.  

 officials with taylor farms pacific, inc., say the vegetables might have salmonella. This applies to 29-kinds 

of packaged salads sold at six retailers.  The potentially tainted products have an expiration date from april 

27th to may 9th.  Thirteen states are affected by this recall, mostly in the west and some in the midwest. 

Consumers with questions are advised to contact the food and drug administration. 

 

5/4/11  8am 

You think it costs too much to fill up your car? Trying filling up a semi-truck. As prices keep going 

up...one kansas trucking company says it wouldn't be surprised to see fewer big-rigs on the road. 

Eyewitness news reporter karl man explains how truckers are trying to save money... "we travel to all 48 

states everywhere from seattle, la, miami and even to bangor, maine" this is bradley trucking based out of 

salina. "so my drivers when they get behind the wheel the freight that is attached is going 700 to 800 

miles." they specialize in moving frozen and dry goods long distances...with these semi-trucks only getting 

five to six miles per gallon and diesel prices at all times high....the trucking world is feeling the pinch at the 

pump. "the high price affects all trucking companies, it's an expense that you have no way around. We have 

to put diesel in the trucks if we want them on the road." now the trucking world says there is no real way to 

get around these fuel prices. They did say they are picking up creative ways to be fuel efficient out on the 

road." that includes aerodynamic trailers...fuel efficient trucks...and teaching drivers how to conserve fuel.  

"it’s also about getting something done for the miles you travel. Basically what i am saying is do not travel 

empty." "we need to make sure we have freight on the truck anytime the truck is rolling. It’s that cannot not 

be covered...it that that can be really expensive if your not earning money for traveling it gets expensive."  

in salina karl man kwch 12 eyewitness news.  

 

5/5/11  7am 

Continuing our coverage of the kansas legislature this morning. Lawmakers continue to work on a 14-

billion dollar state budget. However they're making little progress on resolving big issues. That includes 

cuts in aid to public school. The next budget will eliminate a gap between projected revenues and spending 

that has approached 500 million dollars. Lawmakers can't wrap up the session until the budget is finished. 

They just finished the 83rd day out of 90 scheduled. 

 

5/6/11  7am 



 

 

The rule is simple -- if you want to get ahead... Spend less than you make... Easier said than done, right? If 

you think it's hard to afford today's cost of living...you're absolutely right -  everything has gone up...check 

out the consumer price index -- it's a complicated formula but it basically measures what you pay for goods 

and services.  Over the last year -- the all-items index went up 2-point-7 percent -- the food index...went up 

2-point-9 percent - and it won't surprise you to find out the gasoline index rose more than 27 percent ...    

So how do you get ahead? Eyewitness news reporter kim wilhelm looks at that...for fact finder 12. 

 

5/9/11  8am 

The state legislature has until thursday to settle on a budget for next year. Both houses agree that millions 

of dollars need to be cut so a surplus can be left over.  But there is disagreement over how much is being 

cut and from where. One area where cuts will be made is to education. The senate says it wants to cut only 

the amount that the governor is asking. But the house feels those cuts can go deeper “at some point you 

have to say you want to fund these things, we'd love to but we can't afford to fund everything.” As far as 

funding for education... The house is proposing cutting state base aid per student by 250 dollars. The senate 

wants to cut education by 226 dollars per student. 

 

5/10/11  7am 

After months of meetings, and millions of dollars in cuts, wichita school board members hear details of the 

third and final phase.  At last night's meeting superintendent john allison proposed cutting an additional 186 

full time positions.  Many of those are teaching positions.   Board members say the cuts were no surprise, 

but that doesn't make it any easier. <sot verbatim: 33:15 we've known all along this was coming i think 

when you actually hear it and begin to talk about the impacts reality sets in. >  not only are jobs going 

away…but programs too... Including c-team sports.  That generated a lot of debate at last night's meeting. 

 

5/11/11  8am 

Last night... The district announced its final "phase three" cuts to deal with their money trouble..  In 

addition to jobs... The cuts also include elementary school strings... And c-team sports for high school 

underclassmen. Eyewitness news reporter denise hnytka shows us how those departments think it will 

impact their programs. They're all the extras... That round out a child's education... Whether its on an 

athletic field... Or a musical ensemble... Wichita schools say they're valuable programs. A program that 

connects kids to school, teaches life lessons of leadership, teamwork all of those things.  Athletic director 

bill faflick calls the latest district cuts... The most significant for athletics. The department recently reached 

an all time high... For participation numbers.... With 7-thousand student athletes. Now the proposal is for c-

teams... For freshman and sophomores to be eliminated. To know the only obstacle is financial is difficult. 

The district may also cut entry level strings... The fifth grade program... As well as some support positions 

for middle school band. Students get their connection through us, and any diminished options are 

disappointing and sad. Coordinator of fine arts... Shawn chastain... Says it hurts the future of the 

programs... Because early success.... Leads to a student staying with a program... Long term. The beginning 

level feeds into our highs school level ad again we have a strong program. And even with budget cuts... 

Both directors say they want to keep their programs strong. Denise hnytka kwch eyewitness news. 

 

5/12/11  7am 

Wichita police say two women are lucky...after a man broke into their home. It happened early wednesday 

morning in the 12 hundred block of east boston. Police say the man found an open back door and cut his 

way through the screen. He entered the home and while holding a knife tried to sexually assault them. The 

women screamed loud enough to scare him away. They're okay...but it's left them and their neighbors 

worried. <sot verbatim: sound/33:01 it's probably going to make everyone in this neighborhood start 

loading their guns.  To protect themselves. > 

Police say this should serve as a reminder of the importance of locking windows and doors at night...even 

as the weather gets warmer. 

 

5/13/11  7am 

The proposed budget also calls for a ten-million dollar cut in social services.  Wichita's independent living 

resource center is included.  They provide at-home care for the disabled....  They don't know yet how much 

they are going to have to cut... But say it adds pressure to an already tight budget. <sot verbatim:  29:55 

"the calls continue to come in the needs continue to be there and we need to be there to provide these 



 

 

programs.>   employees made the trip to topeka last week to lobby law-makers... The center has a wait list 

of almost 400-people because of budget cuts and say things are going to get worse. 

 

5/16/11  7am 

This is definitely not your vanity fair-style fashion show. Instead, spectators in pune, india were treated to 

auto rickshaws with colorful roofs, cushy seats, new steel fittings, and a payphone. The event was held to 

create awareness about the traffic rules. They also wanted to boost to the status of the drivers. 

 

5/17/11  7am 

The federal government can't borrow any more money until congress raises the debt limit.   Yesterday, the 

u-s hit its debt ceiling of more than 14-trillion dollars.   Congress now has about 11 weeks to raise the limit 

or there could be serious financial repercussions. 

 

5/18/11  8am 

Sedgwick county commissioners will vote today on wheter to provide funding to improve dangerous 

intersections. The changes will require millions of dollars. But there is a lot of debate over who should pay.  

Wichita police say there have been 11 accidents at kellogg and eye-2-35 so far this year. The city of wichita 

wants sedgwick county to pay 11-million dollars for the construction to make it better. The state would pay 

the remaining one-hundred-16 million dollars, and it would be done in four phases. The city argues it's 

spent millions improving kellogg and the county should chip in on the project that impacts the region. But 

county commissioners say it's not their responsibility. Drivers don't care who pays for it, as long as it gets 

done. “how many wrecks are you going to have at the intersection before you realize a life is worth more 

than $11 million” if the funding is approved...the state wouldn't start on it until at least 2013.      

 

5/19/11  8am 

The head of the international monetary fund steps down from his post. Dominque strauss-kahn resigned 

late last night. The announcement comes just days after he was arrested for allegedly trying to rape a hotel 

maid in new york city.  Today, his lawyers will propose that he be released on bail, and be monitored 

electronically. 

 

5/20/11  8am 

General motors is preparing to boost its production of the electric-powered chevrolet volt -- as gets ready to 

sell the hybrid car across the u-s, china and europe. To get ready -- it's shutting down the michigan factory 

that makes volts for a month. Right now, you can only buy the plug-in hybrid in california, new york, 

connecticut, new jersey and texas, michigan and the washington d.c. Area.  In january, g-m announced the 

car would be available in all 50 states by the end of 2011 -- earlier than originally planned. 

 

5/23/11  8am 

Captain jack sparrow and his band of pirates sailed to the top of the weekend box office. "pirates of the 

caribbean: on stranger tides"  brought in more than 90-million dollars.  The film earned 35-million dollars 

on friday alone, that's the highest one-day total for any film so far this year. The wedding comedy 

"bridesmaids" came in at number two....bringing it's totals to 59-million over the past several weeks.  And 

"thor's" reign at the top appears to be over. The superhero flick dropped to number three this weekend, 

bringing in just 15 and a half million dollars. 

 

5/24/11  7am 

Toyota wants you to "friend" your car. The japanese automaker is launching a social network -- allowing 

drivers to interact with their cars on facebook, twitter and a new private social network called 'toyota 

friend.' low on battery power? Your car can tweet you with directions to the nearest service station. The 

service will roll out first in toyota's electric vehicles and plug-in hybrids starting in 20-12 in japan. Toyota 

drivers will be able to access the network from mobile phones, car dashboards and computers.   

 

5/26/11  7am 

Starbucks is raising the price of packaged coffee sold in its stores by 17 percent.  The company blames the 

soaring cost on coffee beans and high gas prices for deliveries. This is the second increase for the packaged 



 

 

coffee this year. In march, the company raised the prices for packaged coffee sold in grocery stores by 12 

percent.  

 

5/27/11  7am 

Subway may be taking a cue from upscale coffee shops... And developing sandwich shop-slash-coffee bar.  

It's trying out comfy chairs... Fireplaces... And high-end decor... In an attempt to lure the business crowd.  

There's more than a dozen locations nationwide the concept is being tested at.  No word yet if one is 

coming to the wichita area. 

 

5/30/11  7am 

The state flower is in demand this season. Officials say the price for sunflowers have doubled because of 

tight stocks and delayed planting. Crop rpices are now 30 to 35 dollars per hundredweight mark.  Ag 

officials say kansas farmers will plant 132-thousand acres of sunflowers this season.  They also say the 

competition for sunflower oil and bird feed has instentified. 

 

6/1/11  7am 

Sprint-nextel has asked regulators to block a-t-and-t's takeover of t-mobile.  They argue the 39-billion-

dollar deal would decrease competition and increase consumer prices.  The government's review of the 

proposed merger is expected to take anywhere from 6 to 9 months. If approved, it would make a-t-and-t the 

biggest mobile carrier in the u-s, with more than 40-percent of the market. 

 

6/2/11  7am 

The white house has been crunching numbers on the auto bailout. It now predicts taxpayers will lose about 

14-billion dollars from the industry rescue two years ago.  The government originally expected to lose 

much more than that.  It spent 80-billion dollars to save chrysler and general motors from collapse. 

 

6/3/11  7am 

Mazda motor corporation and ford motor company may part ways.  The end of the partnership would mean 

mazda will stop u-s production.  The ford plant in flat rock, michigan makes the mazda-6 midsize sedan. It 

employs about 17-hundred people. 

 

6/6/11  8am 

Steve jobs is expected to unveil apple's i-cloud music service today.  Jobs will briefly return from his 

medical leave to give the keynote address at apple's annual conference.  The main focus of the event will be 

the i-cloud which lets customers store and access music and other content on the internet instead of 

downloading. 

 

6/7/11  7am 

Zsa zsa gabor's bel air mansion is on the market.  The 64-hundred square-foot house is priced at 15-million 

dollars. Gabor's husband announced several months ago that he wanted to sell the house for 28-million 

because of the high cost of caring for gabor. The 94-year-old has been in poor health for years. Gabor's 

only child has questioned her stepfather's legal right to put the house on the market. 

 

6/8/11  8am 

Federal reserve chairman ben bernanke is predicting stronger economic growth in the second half of the 

year.  He spoke tuesday at the international monetary conference in atlanta.  Bernanke also acknowledged 

that the job market and economy have weakened but said temporary factors like higher gas prices are to 

blame. 

 

6/9/11  7am 

How likely are you to die in a car crash? It turns out...the bigger the vehicle you drive, the safer you are. 

The insurance institute for highway safety is out today with a new report...showing the driver death rates 

for each model of vehicle on the road. Drivers of newer sport utility vehicles are now among the most 

likely to survive a crash. It's a change for the vehicles which were once known for their high rollover rates. 

The news isn't nearly as good for drivers of smaller cars. The report says the vehicles have the highest 

driver death rates. Among all vehicles, minivans had the lowest driver fatality rate. 



 

 

 

6/10/11  7am 

<dress measurements, guest lists, gift registries. Planning a wedding takes a lot of bookkeeping. And for 

some modern brides, there's one companion there for every step towards the aisle: their ipad.  You'll go 

online, you'll start searching wedding ideas, you'll go to the newsstand, you'll find your magazines, and if 

you own an ipad, you'll probably go searching for wedding apps as well.  The latest ipad app from wedding 

planning source the knot has videos, dress photos, features for scrapbooking and sharing, and lets brides get 

real-time opinions and feedback outside of their circle. Instead of asking your biased best friend, your 

mom, your aunt, who you know what their answer is going to be --get on there with a community of 

thousands of brides across the country and world actually and ask them, "am i normal, is this correct?"   all 

of the features of wedding magazines and vendors' glossy brochures are put in one sleek place with the my 

wedding concierge app, so brides can browse, search and share from their ipad.   

The wedding wire app for android and iphone also lets users search, budget and plan. And myregistry-dot-

com and g-r 360 each let couples use their iphones or android phone to point, shoot, and list any gift, 

anywhere, in their registry.  

I'm karin caifa.  > 

 

6/13/11  7am 

All we've heard are cuts, cuts, and more cuts.  Now... There's more money. The wichita school board will 

get more than two million dollars it wasn't expecting.  It comes from medicaid and special education 

funding the district wasn't expecting.  At last night's meeting, the board was expecting to hear 

superintendent john allison's ideas on how to use it... But allison asked for an extra week.  He says he didn't 

want to introduce any options that weren't fully investigated.  Allison says... The money won't come close 

to solving the district's 30-million-dollar shortfall. <sot verbatim: 51:29 i think some folks think it's a huge 

amount but compared to the amount we had to cut it's very small unfortunately.>   the board won't vote on a 

final budget until later this summer. 

 

6/14/11  8am 

Also new this morning..  Air Canada passengers may be in for a bumpy ride. The airlines' customer service 

and sales staff are officially on strike. It comes after talks between the union and airline failed overnight.  

The main issues -- pensions and wages.  The airline says it expects to operate a full flight schedule despite 

the strike. To avoid delays the carrier is encouraging passengers to ditch their luggage and arrive well 

ahead of their departure time.  

 

6/15/11  7am 

Boeing isn't the only company making cuts. Lockheed martin announced Tuesday, plans to eliminate 12-

hundred jobs. The positions are in its space division..in California..Colorado and Pennsylvania. The 

company says the cuts are necessary as the federal government trims costs and several projects come to an 

end. Lockheed martin makes satellites, spacecraft and missile defense systems. 

 

6/16/11  7am 

New details from citigroup this morning ... The bank says more credit card customers were affected than 

previously thought in last month's data breach. They're now saying more than 360-thousand customers 

were hacked on may 10th. The hackers accessed account numbers, contact info, e-mail addresses, social 

security numbers, and more. 

 

6/17/11  7am 

In the aviation watch... Boeing's first phase of layoff notices will go out to 60 employees today. The airline 

maker will cut 225 jobs at its wichita facility by the end of the year. Boeing says the cuts are a result of 

current contracts ending, and not enough new work to support the staff size. This is the first job cuts boeing 

has made in wichita since 2008. 

 

6/23/11  7am 

Staff at Saab will be going short this month...the owner of the Swedish automobile company says it simply 

doesn't have the money to pay its staff their wages. It's trying to secure some short-term funding -- but 

there's no guarantee that will happen. And until it does, Saab employees won't be cashing any pay checks. 



 

 

 

6/24/11  7am 

Gas prices are expected to fall 50 cents or more within weeks. This after, the government's decision to tap 

the strategic petroleum reserves. The obama administration said it was releasing 30 million barrels of oil 

onto the market. It's to make up for supply disruptions. Critics say using the oil reserves now -- when gas 

prices have actually been falling -- is politically motivated ahead of next year's elections. 

 

6/27/11  7am 

Gas prices continue to fall over the weekend. They've dropped 11 cents nationwide in the past two weeks. 

Right now the average price for a gallon of regular fuel is right around three-58 nationally. In wichita is 

about three dollars and 38 cents. That's still nearly a dollar more compared to last year at this time. For the 

cheapest gas near you head to kwch dot com. Just look for our pain at the pump section. 

 

6/28/11  8am 

<Fast. Quiet. Comfortable. One of the world's most modern trains linking a political capital to a financial 

hub. No, we are not talking about washington and new york. This is the first high speed train between 

beijing and shanghai - in china. On average, this train travels three times quicker than the fastest in the us -- 

at about 300 kilometers - or 200 miles -- an hour. That cuts the travel time in half to under 5 hours. While 

america's high speed program has stalled over a lack of financing - in china it's full steam ahead.  In the 

next five years, the government plans to spend over 400 billion dollars to create one of the world's largest 

high speed rail networks-- keeping the jobs and investment coming. "it makes china more competitive.  It 

gives people more options to move around.  It gives people more options to move where the jobs are." and 

it's attracting increasingly affluent and discriminating passengers in china's richest region. "this is a second 

class cabin.  The seats are comfortable.  There was a lot of leg room.  You can watch tv or a movie if you 

want.  And all of this for 85 dollars which is a pretty good price considering how expensive it is to fly 

here." but like in the u.s., many here worry china's plans could be derailed. The government has taken on 

massive loans -- and with tickets still pricey for many chinese in poorer provinces, the trains aren't expected 

to make money anytime soon - if at all. For now, rail authorities have slowed down some of the bullet 

trains. "strategically, we can talk about a great leap forward in the industry," he says.  "but, tactically, we 

have to do things step by step." to ensure china's railway ambitions - and the nation's competitiveness - stay 

on track. Eunice yoon, cnn, on board the beijing-shanghai high-speed train.> 

 

6/29/11  7am 

Welcome back...it's ((time)) the iconic boots motel in carthage missouri is for sale as it went into 

foreclosure last week. Already negotiations for restoration and modernization are underway with the 

convention and visitors bureau -- trying to keep this piece of history alive.  Zach fletcher talked with 

carthage historical preservation members trying to find ways to make it another big draw for visitors on 

route 66. 

 

6/30/11  8am 

Toyota has announced another recall. This time more than 110-thousand hybrid vehicles.     The recall 

involves the highlander hybrid and lexus r-x400-h models.  The problem has to do with a power supply 

circuit...that could cause the vehicles to stop suddenly. 

 



 

 

 

Education 
 

4/4/11  7am 

The wichita board of education wants to hear from you.   Board night out will take place tonight.  It's a 

community forum.  The school board along with the superintendent will be present to meet with the 

community.  Board night out is at southeast high school at 903 south edgemoor from six-30 to eight pm. 

 

4/6/11  7am 

Three open positions--two familiar faces.   Barb fuller and jeff davis--both elected to another term.  58:29 i 

don't want to give up now...it's about what we can do under these circumstances. Education is very 

important to me i need to do what i can to help.  The newcomer to the board this year--is at large candidate 

sheril logan.  3:36 i want to give back i really want to give back i feel like i have knowledge and experience 

that can help the board that's what i want to do.  The board faces a 30 million dollar deficit--these three 

candidates will be forced to cut jobs--and programs. People will be hurt--but it's also why they say--it's 

critical to have the right people making those decisions. 

58:49 it's already started there are a lot of hurt feelings already. 1:24 we're to the point where we're going to 

cut jobs that's tough.  In wichita, michael schwanke kwch 12 eyewitness news> 

 

4/8/11 7am 

Wichita school superintendent john allison gives details about the district's "phase two" cuts. Allison says 

72 people were cut at the central office level. Programs, like parents-as-teachers, will also lose funding. 

The district is only half-way to its goal of cutting 30 million dollars. The next round of cuts will affect 

employees at the building level.      

 

4/11/11 7am 

Two high school students from nevada die while scuba diving on a field trip in california this weekend.   

Friends spent sunday making memorials at this school in reno.  The accident happened saturday during a 

yearly scuba diving field trip to monterey, california.    The fire chief says 19 divers went down -- but only 

17 came back up.   After a 45-minute search -- rescue divers found the bodies of two 17-year old males... 

Both were players on the football team.  Crews performed c-p-r, but neither teen survived.  Friends say the 

accident is shocking.  "i didn't think this would happen ever. Like, my friends, two of them being passed 

away you know, it's just really tragic." >  students plan meet early this morning to place candles and 

flowers at the two boys' parking spots. 

   

4/12/11  8am 

Salina public schools will get a new superintendent. Our news partners at the salina journal report the board 

will hire william hall from ulysses. Salary negotiations are still being discussed. Hall will replace current 

super rob winter... Who's taking a superintendent job with the public schools in grand island, nebraska. 

Winter's last day is at the of june. You can get more news and weather on our website kwch-dot-com. Mark 

is up next with a look at your forecast. 

 

4/18/11  8am 

Wichita's superintendent goes back to the board of education tonight with more cuts. The wichita eagle 

reports that john allison's "phase three" recommendations include six-million-dollars in cuts from title one.  

That's the program t/hat gives additional money to schools with high poverty rates.   The wichita school 

district has to cut 30-million dollars from next year's budget.   Allison told the paper he wants to cut from 

title one programs because of a loss of federal stimulus money.   More than half of wichita's schools receive 

title one funding. 

 
4/20/11  7am 

And today... It's been 12 years since the deadly massacre at columbine high school in denver, colorado.  In 

1999, two teen gunmen wearing trench coats opened fire in the school building.  They also threw 



 

 

homemade bombs in the halls.   The gunmen killed twenty five students and teachers before turning the 

guns on themselves.   Since then schools across the country have changed their safety procedures to better 

protect their students. 

 

4/22/11  8am 

From water-saving toilets to power-saving light bulbs -- today is the day many of us think about ways to 

save the earth. It's earth day -- celebrated every april 22nd since 19-70.  

 

4/28/11  7am 

When you were a kid, school lunch may have included cheese burgers, or crunchy tacos. The times are 

changing...and now the federal government has school lunches in the crosshairs. Factifinder 12 investigates 

proposed changes to school nutrition standards.  Some of the old favorites are out and some "different" 

foods are in. Factfinder 12 investigator brian heap spoke with wichita schools about what this could mean 

for students...  

 

4/29/11  8am 

The job market improves slightly for college graduates. A survey conducted by careerbuilder says 46 

percent of employers plan to hire recent college grads this year. That's up from 44 percent last year. More 

than a quarter of those firms say they'll offer higher starting salaries.  Most of jobs are in i-t, customer 

service, sales, finance, accounting and marketing. 

 

5/5/11  7am 

U-s-d 489 in hays could close one of its middle schools.the hays daily reports the board of education voted 

monday to tell parents of their intent to close kennedy middle school.  A public hearing on the subject 

matter is set for june 6th. The paper says the board approved the school's lease for next year... Meaning if 

the school were to close, it wouldn't until the 2012-2013 school year. The district is also looking at closing 

washington elementary. Consideration for that will take place on may 16th. 

 

5/6/11  7am 

 a haysville student is suspended after bringing an unloaded gun to school.     It happened thursday at rex 

elementary.  The districts resource officer confiscated the weapon after it was discovered inadvertently. 

The student will now have to go through an expulsion hearing. 

 

5/10/11  7am 

After months of meetings, and millions of dollars in cuts, wichita school board members hear details of the 

third and final phase.  At last night's meeting superintendent john allison proposed cutting an additional 186 

full time positions.  Many of those are teaching positions.   Board members say the cuts were no surprise, 

but that doesn't make it any easier. <sot verbatim: 33:15 we've known all along this was coming i think 

when you actually hear it and begin to talk about the impacts reality sets in. >  not only are jobs going 

away…but programs too... Including c-team sports.  That generated a lot of debate at last night's meeting. 

 

5/12/11  7am 

Laying off employees, cutting programs, and even rasing taxes. It's what several school districts in kansas 

are talking about with less money coming from the state. That's the talk in hays right now. The district there 

has been trimming budgets for the past decade. Now they may have to close two schools. Officials say if 

any school is closed...the ripple effect will be felt up to the high school level. 

 

5/13/11  7am 

As the budget hits the governor's desk today...  Schools will be some of the hardest hit under the plan.  

Under it...districts will get 232 dollars less per student. These cuts are something education officials have 

been preparing for since the proposed budget was first released.  An organization of 63 kansas school 

disctricts is suing the state over school funding.  It argues the cuts to education violate the state 

constitution. 

 

5/18/11  8am 



 

 

Sandra bullock is sending some big congratulations to graduates of a high school close to her heart.  After 

hurricane katrina, the academy award winner adopted a new orleans charter school and has donated 

hundreds of thousands of dollars for scholarships, uniforms, and renovations.  According to bullock’s rep, 

tuesday 100-percent of the senior class graduated.   The actress - whose adopted son is from new orleans- 

says she is so proud of the class of 2011 and the milestone they've achieved.  

 

5/19/11  8am 

A decision is not final, but the cheney school district is looking at cutting softball and middle school 

wrestling... To deal with their money trouble. The school board will take a second look at the sports as it 

works to cut 300-thousand dollars from the budget. Cheney added softball just four years ago-but this may 

be the last year the girls get to play here. <sot verbatim: the good rationale of what sport over another sport 

is pretty hard to come up with you know, which sport is more beneficial and i think it was more we'll just 

go back to the last ones added are probably the first ones out  >  the board meets tuesday on the budget--it's 

also plans to eliminate some part time positions and others through attrition.  

 

5/24/11  7am 

Continuing coverage this morning.. Parents in the haven school district speak out about the school's money 

problems. The district needs to cut more than 370-thousand dollars from its budget. To do that... The 

district wants to close one of its elementary schools. The hutchinson news says parents spoke for two hours 

at last night's meeting saying they don't want any school to close. The paper says the board will discuss 

their options in a special meeting wednesday night. 

 

5/26/11  7am 

"everybody’s been saying it's sad because everybody loves this school and loves the teachers who are 

here." three schools in topeka are also closing because of budget cuts.  Wednesday was the last day in the 

classroom at the schools.   A fourth school will also close next year. 

 

6/6/11  8am 

The hays school board meets tonight. The board will decide if it will close kennedy middle school. 

Officials say if the school is closed... The ripple effect will be felt up to the high school level. If the school 

were to close, it wouldn't happen until the 2012-2013 school year. The board has already voted to 

discontinue the fourth grade strings program... 

 

6/7/11  7am 

The wichita school board hears feedback from the community.  Monday night several people addressed the 

board about the strings program, c-team sports, and school librarians. All three are in superintendent john 

allison's proposed cuts for next year. The district has to cut about $30 million from the budget. <sot 

verbatim:  51:59 like many of you who are speaking i ache with you over the cuts having to be made. > the 

board won't vote on the proposed cuts for several more weeks. A final budget will be proposed later this 

summer. 

 

6/10/11  7am 

Continuing coverage this morning...  The board of education in hays votes to close kennedy middle school 

to help with the district's budget problems. The group met in a special meeting wednesday night. 

The hays daily reports the board voted 5 to 2 in favor of closing kennedy middle school at the end of the 

2011-2012 school year. The paper says all students will go to felten middle school, and add six modulars 

which will give the school 12 more classrooms.         

 

6/13/11  8am 

The 20-12 fiscal year has yet to begin.  But already state school officials are talking about 20-13.  The 10 

member state board of education is scheduled to begin it's regular meetings today.  On the agenda...the 20-

13 fiscal year budget. Kansas will start the 20-12 fiscal year in july. The 13-point eight billion dollar 

spending plan that will take effect reduces general state aid by five point six percent. Governor brownback 

won't present his fiscal 20-13 budget proposal until january. 

 

6/14/11  8am 



 

 

The 20-12 fiscal year has yet to begin. But already state school officials are talking about 20-13. The 10 

member state board of education is scheduled to begin it's regular meetings today on the agenda...the 20-13 

fiscal year budget. Kansas will start the 20-12 fiscal year in July. The 13-point eight billion dollar spending 

plan that will take effect reduces general state aid by five point six percent. Governor Brownback won't 

present his fiscal 20-13 budget proposal until January. 

 

6/16/11  7am 

The cost of taking your g-e-d exam goes up nearly twenty dollars. The kansas board of regents approved 

the 17-dollars increase wednesday. Starting july 1st, students will pay 85-dollars to take the exam. The 

regents says there was an increase because it's now more expensive to give the test. Students taking the g-e-

d are tested on math, reading, writing, science, and social studies. 

 

6/17/11  7am 

No pay raise..but no cuts for wichita teachers.that's the outline of a tentative contract agreement between 

the union and district.the contract covers just the next school year. Teachers won't receive any pay 

increases for the cost of living, experience or training. They would avoid furloughs and pay cuts. Less 

money from the state has wichita schools cutting nearly 30-million dollars. Union leaders say the 

agreement is the best they can do in the current economy. Teachers will vote on it in august. You can see 

all the details of the agreement at kwch dot com. 

 

6/21/11  7am 

<Do you see the problem?  The word 'for is misspelled as well as the word "and" on all 265 diplomas from 

plymouth north high school. It baffles me how the administration could mess up something like that. It's 

mindboggling. My daughter noticed it right away. She said, the first thing she said was 'they spelled for and 

"and" wrong on the diplomas' and she was not happy. Administrators didn't notice until students pointed 

out the mistakes. They said they were concentrating on getting the kids names spelled right. The principal 

tells newscenter 5 "i'll take the hit i'm the principal. It's regrettable it's an embarrassment. New diplomas are 

printed and being mailed." did you hear about their yearbooks were all messed up? Their biographies were 

all left out. There are blank spots under yearbook pictures, another mistake. Bio's that never made it to 

print. We all wrote down bios and probably a third got in. That's even more disappointing than the 

diplomas. The diplomas happened after that. Diplomas will arrive with a letter of apology from josten's 

printing company. Parents hold plymouth north responsible. You should at least open one of them and 

make sure the inside is a- there and b-looks correctly you would think.  > 

 



 

 

 

Environment 
 

4/1/11  7am 

A month-long burn ban begins today.   It affects 16 counties in kansas, including sedgwick... April is when 

range burning usually happens in the flint hills...  But the smoke travels into neighboring counties and 

states... And affects the air quality... To help keep ozone levels in areas like wichita at federal standards... 

The ban limits outdoor burning and even outdoor chimineas.  It does not include barbecue grills.  See a list 

of what burning is allowed at k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

4/4/11  7am  

 many parts of kansas got hit pretty hard from last night's storms.   Large pieces of hail came crashing down 

in emporia last night.   This is some video storm team 12 chaser lance ferguson captured just before nine 

o'clock. He says there was at least quarter size hail falling. Last night's storms caused many power outages 

across the state.  Good news....westar says most places have power back this morning. 

 

4/5/11  8am 

Straight line winds - gusts up to 70 miles per hour. Sunday night's storms hit quickly. We got this storm 

shot from hutchinson. The homeowner tells us the tree came crashing down about 10-45 that night.  The 

wind also caused problems in andover. Storm team 12 reporter kim wilhelm shows the damage there was 

sporadic. Lots to clean up in this andover neighborhood.  This is where a swing set was staked into the 

ground.  Sunday's storm picked it up and as you can see, here's what's left. “you did feel the air go from hot 

to cold real quick.” Mary jacob and her family ran to the basement sunday night when the windows started 

shaking. “we heard like a train, we were standing there in the kitchen and it sounded like a train, like a 

locomotive.” No tornado...but straight line winds.  Winds strong enough to destroy not only their swing 

set...but also the neighbors' play set. “we’ve had a lot of wind but not like that.” “what’s a little odd about 

this storm is where it seemed to hit.  We have the jacobs play set here that was destroyed, their neighbors 

right across here but if you look a couple hundred feet back, that one is standing and fine.” “it was pretty 

frightening. I don't know if i could handle a real tornado.” A sad sight to mary’s grandson.  She's just glad 

no one was hurt.  Now the cleanup...and hope the rest of the spring remains storm free.  In andover, kim 

wilhelm.  Kwch 12 eyewitness news.  

 

4/6/11  7am 

Officials in stevens county believe they know what caused a grass fire haskell county sunday.   They say a 

train with mechanical problems likely sparked a fire along the tracks surrounded by pastures and 

grasslands.   It forced forced the evacuation of the entire town of satanta.    Tumbleweeds and 60 mile per 

hour winds spread the fire... Which eventually forced the evacuation of around 12-hundred people in 

haskell county.  The fire destroyed a home and more than a dozen outbuildings... No one was seriously hurt 

in the fire. 

 

4/7/11  8am 

Experts at the university of colorado predict the 2011 hurricane season is going to be a busy one.  

Researchers expect to see five major hurricanes and 16 named storms.  The average hurricane season 

typically has about two major hurricanes and nine named storms.  The predictions come from weather data 

collected over the last 29 years.  

 

4/8/11  7am 

At least two people are dead and dozens more injured following a strong aftershock in japan. It's been 

nearly a month since the country was divested by a stronger earthquake and big tsunami. Thursday's seven-

point-one magnitude quake did some damage, but spared the crippled nuclear plant devastated by last 

month's -disaster. The aftershock prompted a tsunami warning that was later canceled. The quake was 

centered in the same area as the one from last month's. 

 



 

 

 

4/11/11  7am 

Parts of north dakota and minnesota continue to be under a flood threat.   The national weather service says 

the river crested saturday night in fargo at more than 38 feet -- the fourth highest level in history.   

Residents are building levees and pumping water away from homes.   Over 600 national guard members 

from north dakota and minnesota are pulling flood duty on both sides of the river. Sot verbatim: every 

year's different. What was different about this one is that it came up a lot faster than anyone here was 

prepared for. So from that perspective it's worse. Fargo and the town of moorhead have permanent and 

temporary dikes and levees to at least 41-feet. 

 

4/12/11  7am 

Another strong earthquake rattled japan early tuesday morning (et).   In the past month, the nation has had 

over 900 aftershocks all this as a nuclear crisis unfolds -- authorities raised the nuclear threat level to the 

highest possible.  

 

4/15/11  6am 

Meanwhile severe weather kept many other parts of kansas on high alert thursday. Throughout the 

afternoon many counties were under a tornao watch. Storm team 12 chaser scott roberts catches this funnel 

cloud near cedar vale late thursday afternoon.   The system produced numerous funnel clouds including this 

one that another storm chaser caught in greenwood county.   There were no reports of injury or property 

damage from this storm.   There were also several reports of funnel clouds in north central kansas.  At four 

o' clock thursday afternoon more than 40 counties from the oklahoma border to the nebraska line were 

under a tornado watch. 

 

4/20/11  7am      

Farmers say it's now or never when it comes to their wheat crops. The plants are at a point where they need 

the most moisture... And with much of the state in a drought, rain is needed more than ever. Mark 

bergkamp says he's already accepted his crop will be anything but a bin buster. 7:52 - back in december we 

could be worried and in january and february about the lack of moisture but now its kind of getting to the 

point where i guess i would equate it to the eighth inning of a ball game of something like that   the further 

west you go in kansas...the worse the condition of the wheat is. 

 

4/22/11  7am 

Fire crews finally catch in break in fighting wildfires across the texas. More than one and a half million 

acres burned...and two firefighters have been killed. A dip in the temperature and some badly needed 

precipitation allowed firefighters to get a handle on one of the larger fires. More than 800 fires have burned 

the state since the beginning of the year. 

 

4/25/11  7am 

Tomorrow marks the twentieth anniversary of the deadly tornado in andover. 13 people were killed when 

the twister hit on april 26th, 19-91.the town's only warning siren failed. The tornado was measured as an f-

5. Eyewitness news is taking a look back at that day. We'll have special reports during the newscasts on 

tuesday. We also want to hear your stories and see your pictures from that day. Just head to kwch dot com 

and click on the banner at the top of the page. There you'll also see stories from that day as well as photos. 

 

4/27/11  7am 

We have a story of an elephant seal who was looking for his own parking spot at the beach. And this little 

guy has been here before. Beach goers say they watched the baby seal climb the rocks, cross the street and 

quickly move to the parking lot at the beach. But when seaworld rescuers arrived they noticed a little 

something on his tail. A tag. Maybe he'd gotten used to his pampered lifestyle at seaworld from a separate 

occasion when he was rescued. Elephant seals are the largest of all seals. Seaworld says they're not 

typically found in the area. The seal is said to be doing fine at his new "temporary" residence. 

 

4/28/11  8am 

A small train has overturned in taiwan's ali mountain area killing at least five tourists and injuring 1-

hundred others.  Officials say a tree branch had broken and fallen over the railway line, which hit the last 



 

 

carriage and then caused several carriages to overturn.  Travelers climbed out of the wreckage and helped 

other survivors until help could reach them. 

 

4/29/11    8am   

President obama surveys the damage in tornado-ravaged alabama today.  This week's storms have killed 

more than three hundred people in six states across the south.  Weather experts say some of the tornadoes 

were a mile wide, and packed the kind of punch delivered by only one in 100 twisters. It's the greatest loss 

of life from a tornado outbreak in the u.s. Since april of 1974. 

 

5/2/11  8am 

Flooding in memphis causes some concern. The city was prone to flash flooding sunday. Waters quickly 

rose in the area, but it also went away fast. Some drivers took the risk to go through the high waters and 

made it, but others got stuck. Cleo berry was one of them. A fire truck had to help her.   “it kind of scared 

me because when i got there the water was almost at the door of my car.”  The storm also caused trees to 

fall over and caused many power outages. 

 

5/3/11  7am 

Federal engineers detonated explosives overnight at a levee along the mississippi river.  It's part of a three-

stage effort to save the small illinois town of cairo (cay-ro) from massive flooding. Critics say the move 

will ultimately flood about one hundred homes in missouri, and destroy thousands of acres of rich 

farmland.  Experts believe blasting the levee will drop the river level by four feet for a few days. But more 

rain is on the way, and the river could rise again. 

 

5/4/11  8am 

Two of the largest rivers in the united states are straining against -- and, in some places, spilling over -- 

their banks. The national weather service says the mississippi and ohio rivers and their tributaries could 

threaten people in nine states with record or near-record floodwater levels. And as tommy andres reports, 

there's only so much you can do to fight mother nature. The mighty mississippi and the ohio rivers are 

swollen beyond their banks. The unprecedented flood pressure is sending water sprawling into smaller 

waterways and across riverside cities such as memphis. It's putting lives at risk in several midwestern and 

southern states. The missouri national guard had to save a 93-year-old woman as the black river 

overwhelmed her car. Missouri, illinois and kentucky meet where the ohio meets the mississippi. The low-

lying land around that junction faces a high risk of flooding.  That's why the army corps of engineers blew a 

hole in a missouri levee late monday night, intentionally diverting swollen waters into 200 square miles of 

farmland. Farming's all i ever have done since... And it's under water. That was followed by another 

controlled explosion downstream tuesday, with a third intentional breach planned for wednesday in 

kentucky. As the ohio rolls into the mississippi and the larger river churns southward, they're washing away 

previous water level records. Not only are we going to face record high amounts of water, but it's also 

important to note that this is expected to be a slow-moving crest. And the water's slothful pace means the 

danger may linger awhile. Reporting from atlanta, i’m tommy andres. 

 

5/5/11  7am 

We know kansas needs rain...this map shows just how much... The u-s drought monitor lists almost all of 

kansas with some sort of drought conditions... The most severe in the southwest... That's where many 

farmers are already planning for the worst... Eyewitness news reporter dave roberts talked to one... Who 

says the drought could cost him nearly half his income... 

 

5/6/11  7am 

<sot verbatim: i want to know who made the stupid decision, i want to know why it was made, and what 

the excuse is for destroying perfectly good trees.>  pat lehman says-people in her west wichita 

neighborhood had no notice that this was going to happen- crews just showed up and started cutting down 

trees.  She called us with her questions-  and we went to the city.  A spokesman explains- this is a result of 

the new orleans levee failure after hurricane katrina. The army corp of engineers has new standards for 

levees-  take a look at this map. Removing trees along the west drain of the flood control project in wichita 

will keep them from falling and causing damage- the city also says it will help maintain the banks of the 

west drain. 



 

 

 

5/12/11  7am 

Some neighborhoods along the mississippi river are under water this morning.  But the worst is yet to come 

in some areas of mississippi and louisiana as the historic crest moves southward.  Greg black reports. <you 

see the water up to the front doors and houses, um it's pretty devastating.  The mayor of tunica, mississippi 

gets a boat tour on what *used* to be the town's roads.  About three hours south in warren county-- you'll 

find a similar scene.  It's flooded in years past, and i'm sure it will in the future. But not to this magnitude. 

The flooding -- not only forcing hundreds from their homes - but packing an economic punch to 

mississippi.  More than a dozen casinos have closed.   

The state's gaming commission says as long as the doors are locked -- about 13 million dollars in tax 

revenue is lost each month.  In louisiana -- the small town of morganza is getting a lot of attention. The 

army corps of engineers is deciding whether to open a major spillway there.  Doing so would help spare 

baton rouge and new orleans.   

But it would also funnel floodwaters toward smaller towns - like gibson. (nats sandbagging) all residents 

here can do -- sandbag and hope for for the best.  Getting prepared for the high water that's coming. 

Hopefully we work for nothing, but working for nothing is better for nothing and save a house.  The 

morganza spillway could be opened as early as saturday -- depending on the river's flow.  I'm greg black 

reporting.> 

 

5/13/11  7am 

Crews are racing against the clock to prepare cities and towns along the mississippi river for flooding.   

Hundreds of people have evacuated, while the army corps of engineers decides whether or not to open a 

key spillway to spare new orleans and baton rouge.  Rick vincent reports.   

 

5/17/11  8am 

The mighty mississippi slowly continues to flex its muscle.  Evacuations are underway in towns off the 

river in louisiana as the diversion from the morganza spillway is making other areas take on more water.  

Sandra endo has the latest.  

 

5/18/11  8am 

Governor sam brownback wants the state to attract more tourists to the flint hills. The governor told this to 

about 100 people at the flint hills visioning summit tuesday. But not everyone is happy- that's because he 

stopped plans for a wind farm in cowley county --the governor did that by expanding a protected area of the 

tall grass prairie...south of highway 400 as you see on this map. That means...no wind farms can be built in 

the area- and developers say...that could cost hundreds of thousands in lost revenue and kansans support a 

wind farm in the flint hills -- 72 percent said so in our exclusive fact finder 12 scientific survey... 21 percent 

oppose building the wind farm in the area. An economic and financial literacy summity is happening 

tomorrow at the wichita airport hilton. Congressman mike pompeo will be there. Leaders will focus on 

findings from a recent economic survey of kansas high schools. 

 

5/19/11  8am 

New this morning...  A salina family loses their dog and rental home after a fire. The fire broke out around 

4-30 wednesday afternoon. It was knocked out quickly, but flared back up.  The salina journal reports the 

family was away at the time of the fire, but the dog was being kept in a crate. The red cross is assisting the 

family. 

 

5/20/11  8am 

Firefighters are on the scene of a house fire in the 4100 block of north lake ridge in west wichita.  That's 

near 37th & tyler. There have been no reports of injuries...but crews say it may have been caused by a 

lightning strike.  We have a crew headed to the scene. 

 

5/23/11  8am 

<the monster twister slammed into joplin, missouri late sunday... Killing at least 89 people and wiping 

entire neighborhoods off the map. This video captured the tornado's full force as it cut a path nearly six 

miles long... Leveling much of the town's south side. (sot: mos) "one minute it was barely sprinkling and 

the next minute boy, just the whole world turned upside down." residents say there was little warning 



 

 

before the monster storm blew in, flipping over cars and twisting metal around trees. When the system 

passed, emergency officials rushed in heavy equipment to help sift through the rubble... And search for 

survivors. But phone and power lines are down making the operation even more difficult. (stringer in) the 

national guard has been called in and missouri's governor declared a state of emergency. (stringer out) 

(standup: joel brown/cbs news/washington) :42-:51 president obama issued a statement late sunday 

expressing his deepest condolences to the victims' families. He also directed fema to help with the response 

and recovery efforts. The joplin twister was just one of several tornados that barreled across the midwest 

this weekend. (nats: handout wisconsin tornado) (courtesy: isaiah fitzmaurice) :58-1:07 a family in la 

crosse , wisconsin caught this funnel cloud on camera as it marched toward their backyard. No one was 

seriously injured (handout video out) but the powerful weather system wrecked plenty of havoc, tearing 

roofs of homes and turning streets into debris fields. (natsot: emergency worker) "okay, let's go" another 

tornado in minneapolis, minnesota killed at least one person. The storm sent huge trees crashing down on 

homes. (sot: mos) 

"all types of stuff flying around the house" residents tried to clear some of the mess sunday but there could 

be more to come. Later today, forecasters are calling for another round of violent weather. Joel brown, cbs 

news, washington> 

 

5/24/11  7am 

Governor sam brownback gets a first hand look at the damage in reading monday.  The governor surveyed 

the damage from a black-hawk helicopter. Then he walked the area... Talking with emergency crews, 

volunteers, and residents.<"when ever i've toured one of these it always amazes me the resiliance of the 

poeple and you see it here.  And people digging out how their going to move forward in the future." the 

governor issued a state of disaster declaration for 16 counties hit by weekend storms. 

 

5/26/11  7am 

Another line of powerful storms - including tornadoes - roared across the nation's midsection overnight.  

The severe weather followed tuesday's outbreak in arkansas, oklahoma, and kansas that left more than a 

dozen people dead.  In joplin, missouri rescuers combed the debris again yesterday but found no additional 

survivors from sunday's tornado. <sot verbatim: sot: deborah kuy/home destroyed in tornado) "don't even 

know you and they're helping you and hugging you. And coming from all over you know." (crying)>   

joplin will also have a chance to come together at a memorial service sunday...  To remember those who 

lost their lives. 

 

5/27/11  7am 

Storms blowing through georgia kill three people.  Officials in atlanta say three people died when trees fell 

on them -- two of them were in this crash.  It happened about seven o'clock last night.  The third death was 

a u-p-s driver.  The storms also knocked out power to about two-hundred-thousand people in georgia.  It 

also caused lots of travel delays. 

 

5/30/11  7am 

A waterspout appears off the coast of new south wales in australia today.  Waterspouts are formed when a 

high layer of cold air blows across a body of water, and clashes with the warm air below.  This storm 

moved north of sydney and created three more waterspouts. 

 

5/31/11  7am 

New details out of joplin this morning.. The tornado is gone, but environmental hazards have been left 

behind in joplin. The environmental proection agency is concerned dangers could be lurking in the air, 

water, and debris piles in the city.  The e-p-a says even with ruined chemical suppliers, natural gas 

companies and paint manufacturers... There are no major spills.  The e-f 5 tornado leveled much of the city 

and killed more than 130 people. 

 

6/1/11  7am 

Crews in joplin, missouri today will begin hauling away piles of debris left by a massive tornado.  The 

twister killed more than 100 people and damaged or destroyed more than 8,000 buildings.  Missouri's 

governor says the federal government will cover 90 percent of the cleanup costs. 

 



 

 

6/2/11  7am 

The white house has been crunching numbers on the auto bailout.  It now predicts taxpayers will lose about 

14-billion dollars from the industry rescue two years ago. The government originally expected to lose much 

more than that.  It spent 80-billion dollars to save chrysler and general motors from collapse. 

 

6/3/11  7am 

<sot verbatim: sot burke culliane:  "at first i didn't believe it.  I thought uh … it started coming over the hill. 

> thirteen year old robert burke captured a massachusetts tornado with his home camera. It was coming 

straight towards him. He says he could feel the strong winds, then gave a ten second countdown before 

running to safety. 

 

6/6/11  8am 

Meanwhile, towns along the missouri river are bracing for more flooding as dams are opened to relieve 

pressure.  Over the weekend, officials sent water from a fourteen-gate dam near yankton, south dakota, 

gushing into the missouri river.  In southeast iowa, hundreds of residents were ordered to evacuate after a 

breach in a levee there. 

 

6/7/11  7am 

A volcano erupts in central chile over the weekend... Prompting authorities to evacuate nearly 35-hundred 

residents out of los rios.  Authorities said the eruption formed a plume of smoke that was three miles wide 

and six miles tall.  Ashes have spread over to argentina. There's no word of any injuries. 

 

6/8/11  8am 

The environmental protection agency raises new objections to an oil pipeline that cuts through kansas. The 

keystone xl pipeline expansion stretches from canada to the gulf of mexico. The epa is worried about the 

risk of oil spills...and the pipeline's impact on drinking water and the environment. The epa wants the state 

department to take a closer look at the dangers. The state department has jurisdiction because the pipeline 

crosses the u-s border. A final decision on whether the project will continue is expected by the end of the 

year. 

 

6/9/11  7am 

A group of air force reserve cadets are recovering this morning after a lightning strike at a southern 

mississippi base. The lightning hit wednesday afternoon as the cadets were training at camp shelby. Two 

members were taken to a hospital by ambulance, 75 others by bus. Officials say all were responsive and 

stable. 

 

6/10/11  7am 

Adrian is now a major hurricane in the pacific. It stregthened to a category four storm off the pacific coast 

of mexico.  Forecasters say it's expected to stay offshore. Adrian's winds reached 140 miles per hour last 

night. The center of the storm is 320 miles south of southcentral mexico. 

 

6/13/11  8am 

When you think of dolphins...you usually think of them as grey in color. But kristie lu stout shows us the 

rare pink dolphin in hong kong. 

 

6/14/11  8am 

New this morning... Amtrack temporarily suspends all of its service between newton and albuquerque. 

Officials say wildfires spread 27-hundred acres and are near the railroad tracks near raton pass, new 

mexico. The fire has been named the track fire due to the railroad tracks running up the canyon to the 

tunnel. Officials also closed interstate 25 because the fire is burning near the pavement in some areas. 

Residents in nearby have been asked to evacuate. So far, two structures have been lost in the fire. 

 

6/15/11  7am 

Crews are expected to complete work today on a temporary levee in Hamburg, Iowa.  Parts of the town 

could see as much as 10 feet of water from the swollen Missouri River if the barrier doesn't hold.  The main 

levee protecting Hamburg... has already been breached. 



 

 

 

6/16/11  7am 

A battery plant in salina fails to meet environmental standards on two occassions. K-d-h-e says the exide 

technologies plant exceeded air quality rules for lead. The agency says it's helping the plant comply with 

federal requirements. There will be a public meeting on june 28th at the saline county sheriff's office.  It 

will focus on air quality around the plant. 

 

6/17/11  7am 

Strong winds, lightning, and heavy rain. That's mainly what came with last night's storms. In ford county, 

strong winds around 8-30 last night... Damaged a shed, fuel tanks, and stripped siding from a building. It 

also moved tractors and caused several large cedar trees to blow over. 

 

6/21/11  7am 

Hurricane beatriz starts to pound on beach resorts along the pacific coast of mexico. Popular tourist spots 

such as acapulco and manzanillo were closed ahead of time. Beatriz has reached winds up to 75 miles per 

hour and expected to brush over mexico before turning back out to the sea. Beatriz is just 85 miles 

southeast of manzanillo.... 

 

6/23/11  7am 

Severe weather rolls through kentucky wednesday night. Shortly after 8... Tornadoes were reported in the 

area of the famed churchill downs race track and the university of louisville campus. No horses were hurt, 

but the storm damaged several horse barns, buildings, and the chapel. <sot verbatim: "We were watching it 

forming up above and then all of a sudden it formed from the bottom up and started tearing roofs of of 

everything. (pauses)it started just on the other side of that hill, started tearing stuff up.">  Elsewhere in 

town, power poles were down and some residents were without power.    

 

6/24/11  7am 

Flooding continues to be a concern in northeast kansas and northwest missouri. The rising missouri river 

threatens to swallow small towns in that area. This video is from an area where a levee was breached 

thursday afternoon. In atchison, kansas leaders are preparing for the worst. Normally the missouri river 

near there is 15 to 18 feet deep. It's about 29 feet now. Officials expect it to rise another foot this weekend. 

 

6/27/11  7am 

Wildfires in New Mexico forced the Los Alamos National Laboratories to close.  A wildfire is burning Los 

Alamos, New Mexico.  So far it's estimated the "Las Conchas" fire has burned over 35-hundred acres.  

Several structures and power lines are being threatened and some power and phone lines are down in the 

area.  The cause of the fire is not known at this time and no injuries have been reported. 

 

6/28/11  8am 

Fire crews in los alamos, new mexico are racing to gain control of a fast moving wildfire. The fire is 

burning dangerously close to a nuclear lab in the town. Officials closed the facility monday and ordered a 

mandatory evacuation for more than 10-thousand people. The fire has spread across 44-thousand acres. 

 

6/29/11  7am 

Federal officials could pay thousands in dumping fees to kansas and missouri... Following the joplin 

tornado. Federal contractors have cleared up more than one-fourth of debris from homes, roads, and public 

areas since the tornado. Both states collect money for each one ton of debris taken to a landfill. Kansas 

collects one dollar per ton at its landfill. Federal officials estimate they'll remove about three-hundred-tons 

of debris. The debris is being taken to several different landfills in southwest missouri and southeast 

kansas. 

 

6/30/11  8am 

And if you're headed to the beach.. Listen to this.  The national resources defense council is out with its list 

of america's cleanest beaches. The 3 top rated beaches are.. Rehoboth beach in delaware.. Dewey beach 

also in delaware.. And park point club beach in minnesota. 

 



 

 

 

Health & Safety 
 

4/1/11  7am 

A missing snake is back at her home at new york's bronx zoo. The deadly egyptian cobra was found coiled 

in a dark corner of the zoo's reptile house thursday. The snake gained national attention after going missing 

last week.  It even got its own twitter page. 

 

4/4/11  7am 

Patients at a southwest kansas hospital and long term care center are expected to return to their facilities 

today. 

It comes following a massive grassfire in haskell county. Fire crews say the fire is under control. It started 

near satanta sunday, but high winds fueled the fire forcing it to spread near sublette.   One-thousand acres 

and three homes were burned.   One-thousand people from both towns were asked to leave because of a 

massive grassfire. 

The fire threatened 250 homes, schools, and businesses.   This video is shot by storm team 12 chaser ed 

o'neil in haskell county.  You can see how much smoke is hanging in the air.   Residents are allowed to 

return home... Although one area on highway 56 is still closed.   No injuries have been reported. 

 

4/5/11  7am 

A united nations plane crashed while trying to land at the airport serving congo’s capital kinshasa, killing 

32 people. One person aboard survived. Twenty u-n workers were listed as on board the flight.  The 

operator of the plane, georgian flag carrier air-zena georgian airways.  A u.n. Source said the plane landed 

heavily, broke into two and caught fire.  There were strong winds blowing at the time.  

 

 

4/6/11  8am 

Drinking everyday is no biggie..at least that's what some teens think.   A new report by the partnership at 

drugfree-dot-org says teens don't see the big deal about downing five  or more alcoholic drinks nearly every 

day.  The study also shows the use of marijuana and ecstasy among kids grades 9 through 12 is up.  The 

teens say the top reasons for drinking were "because it is fun" and "so they won't feel left out." 

 

4/8/11  7am 

A state of disaster emergency has been declared for counties in western kansas. Governor sam brownback 

says it's related to the extreme dry weather conditions. The declaration is for stevens and haskell counties 

which were affected by a grassfire on sunday. This is video one of our storm chasers shot of that fire.  It 

burned nearly 96-hundred acres... And damaged one home and four bridges. The governor also issued 

drought warnings and watches related to the dry weather for several other counties. 

 

4/11/11  7am 

A large wildfire in ellsworth county prompts the governor to declare a state of disaster emergency.   Saline 

(suh-leen) county is also included in the declaration.   The state has also requested help from fema. A 

wildfire burned several thousand acres sunday and threatened towns in both counties.   Crews spent sunday 

containing a large grass fire near kanopolis. These photos were sent in from viewers.  The fire burned more 

than two-thousand acres. 

     it started up around two sunday afternoon and this is what it looked like around five.  Some homes were 

in danger.   Firefighters from the counties of saline, lincoln, and ellsworth were called to the scene. 

 
4/12/11  7am 

And authorities in marion county are investigating the death of a two year old. They were called to a home 

in peabody saturday afternoon. The sheriff says the toddler had been put down for a nap.. And wasn't 

breathing when his parents check on him later. An autopsy is planned in wichita to determine the cause of 

death. 



 

 

 

4/14/11  12pm 

A fire in an apartment building this morning kills five people. Hundreds of firefighters battled the blaze for 

more than two hours. The fire, which broke out on the bottom floor of the building in northern paris has 

also injured 42 people. Fires are common in northern paris, where many of the buildings are more than 100 

years old, poorly maintained and often have several families living in one apartment. Eight people were 

injured last month when a fire broke out in another building in the same neighborhood 

 

4/15/11  6am 

Just want to wake up and it's all a dream.  The sudden death of 13 year old anthony and 17 year old tyler 

armstrong is all too real for their family. 40:34 didn't want to believe it...no, no, no ?? 40:17 mom told me 

they were in an accident and boys didn't make it. 27:54 they were our best friends.   Kylie and jessica were 

extremely close with their brothers - 25:42 anthony the baby, he was spoiled by all of us.    25:18 tyler 

always make you laugh smile  tyler was killed just two days before prom...  He was supposed to be fitted 

for a tux the night he died.   His classmates at fairfield high school found their own way to honor him. 6:32 

they made him the honorary prince of prom.   They gave tyler's mom this crown.  The small school--closed 

the day of the funeral...and gave a bus-ride to any students who wanted to go...7:28 it was an amazing thing     

the family says more than 400 people were there. 31:19 couldn't believe how much they affected so many 

people.   Sitting hand in hand...the family knows this kind of pain.   21 years ago...the eldest armstrong 

sibling died. 1:00 he was 2.5 years old and had spinal meningitis.   The two teens were buried next to their 

brother...  The family who has now buried three children...has only one message. 35:04 you've got to live 

life to the fullest without limitations because you never know what can happen. In hutchinson, melody 

pettit, kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

4/18/11  7am 

A grenade found along the arkansas river is safely removed sunday. The wichita bomb squad was sent near 

hydraulic and i-135.   Police say a man was picking up fishing lures along the river when he found a piece 

of metal sticking from the ground.  He pulled on it and discovered it was a grenade.   The mcconnell air 

force base bomb unit was also called in. 

 

4/19/11  8am 

New this morning.. Investigators want to know how a building caught fire in south wichita overnight. Fire 

and hazmat crews were called to metal improvement company at lincoln and mclean around 11:30 monday 

night. Employees inside the building were able to get out before anyone was hurt.  Officials don't know 

what caused it. The investigation is on-going. 

 

4/20/11  7am 

New this morning.. Wichita police spent the night investigating a deadly car accident in north riverside. A 

driver died after crashing his car in to a tree around 12-45 this morning.. In the 16-hundred block of north 

woodland. Wichita police say the driver was speeding when he lost control, crossed the street and hit the 

tree.the driver was pronounced dead at the scene.  No one else was hurt. 

 

4/21/11  8am 

A railway tunnel under construction collapsed early wednesday morning in china killing three. 9 workers 

remain trapped in the tunnel. A rescue team had been sent to the site soon after the accident.  To stop the 

collapse from turning even worse, dozens of rescuers are building temporary supporting frames so that 

excavators could go down further into the tunnel for rescue operation.  The large amounts of debris is 

causing a tough challenge to rescuers. 

 

4/22/11  8am 

There's not much left of the patrol car officer eric little drove while on duty. Officer/7:01 i was very glad i 

was not in that car. Because officer little knew the accident was going to happen...as he assisted a stranded 

motorist on kellogg wednesday night. Officer/5:59 once i saw it coming and saw it was not changing lanes 

to move out of the path, i knew it was going to hit. A car going at least sixty miles an hour slammed into 

the back of his parked patrol car...pushing it more than 100 feet. Officer/5:37 it was very loud. Witnesses 

say the driver...was texting.  And we found...that driver isn't the only one. Mos/18:41 i do sometimes, 



 

 

occassionally not going to lie. Mos/19:37 i text a lot when i'm driving back and fourth. Driver's know it's 

dangerous... Mos/20:20 they say it's worse than drunk driving, texting and driving b/c half the time you're 

looking down like this and it's not very good. Stand up:  18:14 officer little says anytime he stands out here 

on kellogg, he's worried.  So he hopes this accident shows drivers they have to pay attention behind the 

wheel. Mos/ 20:28 it's probably going to scare me, but i don't know if i'm going to stop.the accident didn't 

stop officer little from doing his job.  He has a new patrol car...and will be on the lookout for thos texting 

behind the wheel.  Kh eyewitness news. 

 

4/25/11  7am 

One person is dead after a two vehicle accident in mcpherson county. Authorities say it happened just after 

three sunday morning about a mile east of canton. 49-year-old james stang was traveling eastbound when 

another car going westbound crossed the center line and hit his vehicle...killing him. The driver of the other 

vehicle was taken to a wichita hospital and is fair condition. 

 

4/26/11  8am 

Governor brownback orders k-dot to begin safety work on the k-10 highway. There have been 17 deadly 

crashes in the past decade involving cars crossing the median into oncoming traffic. The most recent 

happened a week ago. The highway runs between lawrence and metro kansas city. The governor wants k-

dot to add rumble strips to portions of the highway. Brownback also asked the transportation secretary to 

begin work on additional safety measures. 

 

4/27/11  7am 

Investigators still haven't said what caused this apartment fire early tuesday morning. It happened in the 

two-thousand block of n. Ridgewood - near 21st and oliver. A 68 year old woman was taken to the hospital 

where she later died. This is the second deadly fire in wichita this year. 

 

4/28/11  7am 

New this morning... Westar energy is sending crews to alabama to help with power outages. More than 

forty workers will go including people from management, safety and fleet personnel, and material handlers. 

Westar contractor will also go to mississippi, texas, and arkansas to help with power restoration from 

earlier this week. 

 

5/2/11  8am 

And two dozen people in hutchinson are not allowed to return to their apartments following a fire. It started 

around 9-30 sunday morning on the 100 block of east avenue a. Firefighters say it began on a second floor 

apartment balcony, spreading to the floor above. The cause of the fire is under investigation. 

 

5/4/11  8am 

An oklahoma man dies in a crash in harper county tuesday afternoon. The accident was five mile east of 

anthony on k-44 just after 3-30. The kansas highway patrol says james wilson was driving on k-44 when he 

rolled his car after over correcting.  The 30 year old was killed and a passenger was also taken to the 

hospital. Her condition is unknown at this time. 

 

5/5/11  7am 

New this morning... The fire broke out just before 1:30 thursday morning in the 2200 block. S. Oliver. 

Paramedics rushed the woman to the hospital in critical condition.  It's not clear how the fire started. 

Officials say six units were damaged.. And one of them is a total loss.  There are no reports of any other 

injuries. The red cross is helping the families find a place to stay. 

 

5/6/11  7am 

The wichita fire department is looking into whether a resident set an early morning fire at an apartment 

complex.  We first brought you this story thursday morning. The fire started around 1:00 that morning at an 

apartment complex in the 22-hundred block of south oliver.  An apartment manager tells us four units were 

destroyed and nearly ten people are now homeless. <sot: 57:22 "it's just pitiful.  One small mistake and 

people's live are changed.  I feel it for the people who are homeless now because they've lost their stuff.">  

factfinder 12 investigators obtained a police report which says a woman who was being evicted was 



 

 

overheard threatening to burn down the complex shortly before the fire started.   The wichita fire 

department says it receives a lot of reports after fires, and is working to determine how credible this one is. 

 

5/9/11  8am 

Human remains found saturday at a reservoir in coffey county could belong to a missing 11 year old boy. 

Jeremy jenkins disappeared in early december when the boat he was in capsized. Rescue crews searched 

the water, but only found the bodies of jeremy’s dad and uncle.  The coffey county sheriff's office told a 

topeka paper two people on atvs found the remains.   An autopsy will be done to confirm the findings. 

 

5/10/11  7am 

The body of a boy missing since december is found at john redmond reservoir in coffey county.  11 year 

old jeremy jenkins was with his father and uncle when their boat capsized.  The bodies of his father and 

uncle were found quickly.   Searchers couldn't find jeremy's.  People riding a-t-v's at the reservoir this 

weekend found remains.   Dental records show the body is jeremy. 

 

5/12/11  7am 

Looking for a way to drop a few before bathing suit weather? Consumer reports rates jenny craig as tops -- 

in the diet department.  It compared six diets -- atkins, ornish, slim fast, weight watchers, the zone and 

jenny craig.  

Researchers looked at long and short term weight loss results, dropout rates and the nutritional qualities of 

the diets. It found that 92 percent of the participants stuck with jenny craig for two years.  The study was 

funded by jenny craig.   

 

5/13/11  7am 

The house did pass a bill requiring installation of an ignition interlock device in the vehicle of a person 

convicted of driving under the influence.  The device prevents a car from starting if the driver fails a breath 

test for alcohol.  It has to be installed for six months on a first d-u-i conviction. Governor brownback also 

signed a bill into law that increases the penalties for leaving the scene of an accident.  Under the new 

law..jail time will be more likely.  Before that wasn't the case.  The new law takes effect july first. 

 

5/16/11  7am 

Golfers didn't let the chilly weather slow them down in newton sunday. The caring hands humane society 

held a golf tournament. The money they raised benefited the veterinary care of animals. "we've relied very 

heavily on charitable endowments and trusts to provide veterinary care for the animals and those obviously 

took a hit in the economy and this is an effort to recoup some of those losses so we can provide the same  

care to the animals at the facility that we have in the past.  44 golfers took part in the event. They each had 

a chance to win a free car if they could get a hole in one on one of the holes. Organizers say one player did 

come close...but nobody drove home in the new vehicle. 

 

5/17/11  8am 

A new study shows a large number of people who develop early onset alzheimers disease are 

misdiagnosed.  Researchers in spain reviewed the cases of 40 people whose autopsies showed they had the 

disease.   One third showed symptoms other than memory loss when they were diagnosed - such as 

behavior, vision or language problems.  About half were still incorrectly diagnosed at the time of their 

death. 

 

5/18/11  8am 

Congresswoman gabrielle gifford’s will undergo surgery today in houston to replace a piece of her skull.  It 

was removed after she was shot in january due to brain swelling.  The procedure comes just days after 

gifford’s flew to florida to watch her husband - astronaut mark kelly - launch into space on the shuttle 

endeavor. 

 

5/19/11  8am 

After nearly a decade of controversy... The f-d-a is taking steps to curb the use of diabetes drug, avandia, 

because of its heart attack risks. Beginning in november, avandia will be available only by mail order at 



 

 

select pharmacies. Patients must also be informed of its risks. Studies have found the drug increases the 

chance of a heart attack or stroke by nearly 40-percent. 

 

5/20/11  8am 

Also in the crime watch… your pet uses it to get in and out of your house. But it's also the newest way 

burglars are breaking in to your home -- steve polson (pole-son) shows how someone got into his home 

through his doggie door. It happened in the middle of the day while he wasn't there. The burglar took a 

laptop and other items.  Polson says he usually locks the doggie door - but had forgotten. <sot verbatim: 

5:35:48  i do have a panel that will lock it that i should've had on it i guess because people can get through 

there. > a burglar also got into this west wichita home through a doggie door.police don't believe it's the 

same intruder. While it may seem like an unusual crime... Investigators tell us it happens about once a 

month in wichita.      

 

5/23/11  8am 

A goodland man is killed after his pickup rolls over. It happened early sunday morning in sherman county 

about eight miles west of goodland. Authorities say the man was not wearing a seat belt when he was 

thrown into a wheat field. 

 

5/24/11  7am 

More information could come today about a woman hurt in a house fire. Investigators have not said what 

started the fire. It happened in the 57-hundred block of north meridian...around 8-15 last night.  Fire crews 

found a woman in her 50's lying in the front yard when they got here. She was taken to the hospital in 

serious condition... With burns to her face, arms, back as well as inhalation burns. The hospital isn't 

releasing any details about her current condition. 

 

5/26/11  7am 

In the health watch..   U-s ag officials wants your meat to "rest" before you eat it.   New recommendations 

from the u-s-d-a say to cook all cuts of whole meat at 145 degrees, and then allow the meat to "rest" for 

three minutes before you carve or eat it.   The agency says the rest period will allow the heat to destroy any 

potential bacteria.  The recommendations for ground meat stay the same at 160 degrees... With no rest time 

required. 

 

5/27/11  7am 

No one's seriously hurt when a medical helicopter crashes in a landing field north of newton.   It happened 

just before three thursday afternoon.   Officials say they were going over some routine mechanical tests 

when they had some sort of failure.  The helicopter ended up flipping over in a wheat field.  Both the pilot 

and engineer on board were taken to the newton medical center with minor injuries.  They were able to 

radio in the wreck to authorities.  The f-a-a was called to the crash to investigate. 

 

5/30/11  7am 

One person is dead after a crash on i-70 overnight.  The single vehicle crash happened in ellsworth county 

at mile marker 226.  The kansas highway patrol says the drover lost control of his car, and rolled it into the 

median.   Several people were thrown from the car.  Troopers tells us one person was killed. 

 

5/31/11  7am 

<sot verbatim:9:58:24 so just make sure they're out, get them wet, fireproof container. 9:58:28>   that's the 

advice from battalion chief bobby wolf on how to take care of your leftover coals from the grill.   Wolf says 

high winds re-ignited hot coals and caused this house fire in west wichita.  It broke out just after one 

o'clock this morning in the 11-thousand block of west rolling hills circle.. Near 119th and central.   The fire 

spread to the wood deck, and up the side of the home into the attic.   No one was hurt.  The fire caused 25-

thousand dollars in damages to the structure and contents. 

 

6/1/11  7am 

If your phone caused cancer -- would you turn the cell off? In the health watch... The world health 

organization looked at all available data, and recently said cell phones could cause brain cancer.  It's now 

listed with coffee, and car exhaust.   A local oncologist says you can still use your cell phone -- just not all 



 

 

the time. <sot verbatim:  13.26.01  i don't think we should all panic and give away our cell phones. 02/// 13  

i think it would make perfect sense to take some precautions, based on this report.>     brain cancer is a 

fairly rare.  Even if the risk is doubled by cell phone use... It would mean 12 people per one-hundred 

thousand would get it. 

 

6/2/11  7am 

A man dies after friends tried to save him from drowning wednesday night. The incident happened at a 

private lake near 21st and hoover just after 11 o'clock last night.  They say a man in his 20s started to 

struggle while swimming.   His friends pulled him out of the water and performed cpr.  Paramedics rushed 

him to the hospital where he died.  Police are still investigating why the man drowned. 

 

6/3/11  7am 

It's no longer the food pyramid.  It's now called 'my plate.'  u-s-d-a officials came out with this new healthy 

eating symbol thursday. They say it shows that nutrition doesn't have to be complicated.  It takes the place 

of the food pyramid which the government has used since 19-92. 'My plate' is a circle divided into four 

sections that contain fruits, vegetables, proteins and grains.  Health officials say they made the change 

because the pyramid was too complex. 

 

6/6/11  8am 

More information about a suspicious death in south wichita is expected from police today. Investigators say 

a person found the nude body of a young woman laying between a home and a nearby business near lincoln 

and washington on saturday. Police aren't releasing a cause of death at this time. 

 

6/7/11  7am 

In this morning's healthwatch... You may want to rethink that next cup of joe.  A new study suggests that 

people's ears play tricks on them when they drink too much coffee. Researchers say the combination of 

caffeine and stress can affect the likelihood of a person experiencing psychosis-like symptoms...and that as 

little as five cups of coffee a day is enough to trigger the effect. 

 

6/8/11  8am 

And the e-p-a wants to ban the sale of *some* rat poisons in a bid to better protect children and pets.  The 

sales ban would cover most loose bait and pellet products.  In 2008, the agency gave makers of such 

poisons until last week to research, develop and register new products that would be safer than those that 

were then on the market.   Many companies complied, but some did not.   As many as 15-thousand children 

under the age of 6 are exposed to rat and mouse poisons each year.  

 

6/9/11  8am 

There may be a new way to stop breast cancer from spreading to other parts of the body. Doctors at the 

albert einstein college of medicine have discovered a molecule that can help cancer cells travel from a 

breast cancer tumor to other organs. The researchers believe if that molecule could be blocked...it would 

keep the cancer from spreading. They are now developing tests to see if their theory works. 

 

6/10/11  7am 

Governor sam brownback hopes a summit in manhattan helps strengthen the state's animal health industry.  

Brownback calls the animal health industry one of the key economic development assets and a focus for the 

state of kansas. He was very pleased with some ideas discussed ...like joining the forces of global leaders 

with leaders of animal health. <sot verbatim: we're the global animal health center. We've got to now tell 

the world about it. That's starting to take place. But we don't want to stop where we are at 32-percent of the 

market share. We want to grow that. Because we've got great potential of doing it. We've got a number of 

companies interested now in the area. So we want to get their expansion or their investment or we'd like to 

see them transfer their headquarters here." >  animal health leaders from the state's top colleges and 

universities took part in the summit. 

 

6/13/11  8am 



 

 

An eight year old is killed after being run over by a grain truck.  It happened in halstead just before 11 

yesterday morning.  Authorities say the truck was preparing to turn when mikiya ritthaler (rit-haul-er) rode 

her bike into it.  Ritthaler was taken to the newton medical center where she died. 

 

6/14/11  8am 

A pricey racing vessel bites the dust in the San Francisco bay. Take a look! The team was out on the water 

yesterday to draw attention to the 20-13 America’s cup.  The choppy waters capsized the oracle racing 

team's boat.  The sailors were practicing publicly for the first time on their home waters with their new a-c-

45 class boats when the vessel tipped over.   One crewman suffered a minor rib injury and was taken to the 

hospital as a precaution.  

 

6/15/11  7am 

Developing story out of north Wichita this morning... Hazmat crews and other emergency personnel are on 

the scene of a rollover crash involving a tanker semi.  Emergency dispatchers tell us a van was also 

involved in the crash. It's happening in the southbound lanes of i-135 near the 61st street north exit.  

Eyewitness news has a crew headed for the scene.  Look for updates both online and on the air as soon as 

they become available. 

 

6/16/11  7am 

In the health watch, doctors are concerned about the measles. The centers for disease control reports a big 

jump in cases in america. So far there are 152 cases this year... And just 34 in the last month. Federal health 

officials say 2011 is on pace to be the worst year for outbreaks of the serious infectious illness since 1996. 

Because of vaccinations, there are usually only around 50 cases a year. The overwhelming majority of this 

year's cases are linked to exposure from other countries. 

 

6/17/11  7am 

Also new this morning... A western kansas man dies after he inhales anhydrous ammonia vapors. Sheriff 

officials in kearny county say duwayne rich died thursday afternoon while working in a field west of 

deerfield. They say rich was filling an anhydrous ammonia tank and pulling it with a truck when he was 

overwhelmed with the vapor.  the dodge city globe reports the tank may have had a valve malfunction. 

 

6/21/11  7am 

Storms in along the kansas-nebraska border destroy homes and cause minor injuries. At least three homes 

were destroyed in norton county. And people have minor cuts and scrapes from the storms. Meanwhile in 

northwest kansas, curt tabor sent us this video of a tornado in norton county. He caught this twister on 

camera northeast of norcatur.  The storm dropped at least two tornadoes at once. 

 

6/23/11  7am 

New this morning…No one's hurt in a building fire late last night near downtown wichita. The fire broke 

out at 2nd and emporia around 10-30. Before fire crews arrived on scene, they found heavy smoke that 

stretched for three blocks. Crews then found a fire inside the building, and put it out. The cause is still 

under investigation.  No damage estimate has been released. 

 

6/24/11  7am 

A new study shows a vaccine may offer the best protection against the number one cause of diarrhea in 

children. Rotavirus can cause severe intestinal inflammation or gastroenteritis in children. U-S researchers 

say vaccination against the virus drastically cuts a child's chances of being hospitalized for the infection.  

Rotavirus is responsible for up to five percent of pediatric hospitalizations in the U-S.     

 

6/27/11  7am 

Mechanics at an australian toyota dealership didn't have to look far to work out why a customer's 

windscreen wipers weren't working. A huge three metre carpet snake had simply got in the way. They say 

the mice, searching for warmth, have been making their homes in people's engines.  The snake was 

probably making a meal of the mice.  It wasn't the end of the trip for the snake, though.  He was taken to 

the australia zoo in queensland to be treated for cuts and scratches. But he'll have to make his own way 

home. 



 

 

 

6/28/11  8am 

A california teen remains in critical condition after the sand tunnel he was digging with friends collapsed. It 

took 100 volunteers to rescue two teens from the collapsed hole. Both teens were taken to the hospital 

where one was released. Dennis frasher helped the boys. He says the teens were there on a camping trip. 

Frasher says he saw the tunnel cave the teens in. He says it took 15 minutes to rescue them, but felt longer. 

<sot verbatim:"An eternity, just way too long. (on cam) Panic going on, and all the screaming and the 

crying and trying to get the kid out there knowing time is precious at this point."> people used their hands 

and frisbees to get the boys out. 

 

6/29/11  7am 

Authorities are on the lookout for a missing teen from central kansas. Police say 15-year old jaymie (stee-

ben) stieben went for a walk saturday in mcpherson and never returned. Mcpherson police say she has a 

history of befriending people online, then meeting with them. She's 5'4 and 200 pounds, last seen wearing a 

blue shirt, green tinkerbell pajama bottoms and flip-flops. She has a lip piercing with a silver stud. If you 

have any information of her where-abouts.you are asked to call the mcpherson police, or crimestoppers 1-

800-241-81-18. 

 

6/30/11  8am 

Deep water public pools in massachusetts are closed this morning. That's thirty of them! It all comes 

following the death of a 36-year-old woman who drowned in a fall river pool.  It was two days before she 

was even discovered.  Some teens found the woman after jumping the pool's fence for a late-night swim.  A 

9-year-old boy she was watching tell police she slipped on a water slide and went underwater. 

 

Politics 
 

4/1/11  7am 

With the game on the big screen...and drinks in hand...you'd assume these young people gathered to watch 

the shockers.  (23) 57:38 been very active in the community. Instead...they focused on listening to these 

guys...wichita city council and mayor candidates.55:17  it really shows the commitment that yp's have 

getting involved politically and understanding the climate in our community. The young professionals of 

wichita put on the candidate forum.  About 30 people showed up to hear what the candidates think about 

issues like downtown development...tax incentives and the arts. Sot 3/53:25 we like to talk and say what's 

important to us, but unless we vote and ask the questions. Candidates answered questions...and mingled 

with the group. Sot 1/48:47 the bottom line, sooner or later we're going to have to take the reins.  We have 

to be involved, we have to know what's going on.  That's why they chose to be here...55:39 the local 

elections is where yp's can make a difference in setting the stage for our future yet to come. Instead of 

watching the game.  Kh eyewitness news.> 

 

4/3/11  7am 

New this morning...president obama is running for a second term. The announcement came this morning 

In a web video posted on his campaign website... And in an email to supporters.  The president is expected 

to file papers this week with the federal election commission to launch his 2012 re-election effort.   Mr. 

Obama has already started fundraising.  Tell us what you think about his re-election bid on facebook... 

We're kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

4/5/11  8am 

In the campaign 2011....  It's election day. Polls are open here in sedgwick county, and close tonight at 

seven. Sedgwick county election officials expect a 14-percent voter turnout. Some already cast their ballots 

at polling places like this one last week in wichita...the campaign includes races for mayor, city council and 

school board. Before you head out to vote go to our campaign 20-11 section at kwch dot com.  We have 

candidate profiles as well as information on where you can vote. 

 

4/6/11  7am 



 

 

He says he didn't want to be over confident... But he was already the favorite at the polls. Wichita voters re-

elect current mayor carl brewer for a second term. He won the re-election ...with 70 percent of the vote...   

His opponent...darrel leffew received 30-percent of the vote...the crowd applauded the mayor as he gave his 

acceptance speech last night.   It happened shortly after nine o'clock when the race was called.   Mayor 

brewer thanked everyone for their support and asked them to stick with him through the next four years so 

they can bring change together. 

- i'm very honored.... Sot outcue: voted me in.  Brewer was first elected as mayor in 2007, but served as a 

city council member for six years before that. 

 

4/11/11  7am 

Leaders of the african union plan to meet face to face with libyan rebels in benghazi today to try to broker a 

peace deal. The meeting comes just a day after ruler muammar qaddafi agreed to get onboard.  (sot: 

ramtane lamamra/african union commissioner for peace and security) "the leader of the revolution 

confirmed his acceptance of the african union roadmap." but selling the plan to the rebels could be more 

difficult. The agreement calls for an immediate ceasefire, opens dialogue between the two sides, and allows 

humanitarian aid to move in. But there's no mention of whether qaddafi would step down. (sot: ramtane 

lamamra/african union commissioner for peace and security) "the african union considers that it is up to the 

libyan people to choose democratically their leaders." (standup: tara mergener/cbs news/washington) later 

this morning, president obama will hold a private meeting on libya at the white house. Since the u-s handed 

control of the mission to nato last month, there has been no sign of the fighting letting up.  Nato stepped up 

its air operation over the weekend, after rebels accused it of reacting too slowly to government attacks. The 

air strikes were credited with helping the opposition recapture the city of ajdabiya sunday. The town is 

considered the gateway to benghazi... The capital of the rebel movement. Following the fighting, hundreds 

of libyans danced in the streets of benghazi...(nats: celebration).... Celebrating the victory and hoping for 

many more. Tara mergener, for cbs news, washington.> 

 

4/14/11  12pm 

The house vote comes one day after the president outlined his plan to cut 4-trillion dollars from the deficit. 

The plan calls for ending the bush tax cuts for those making more than 250-thousand dollars a year. It also 

reduces medicare and medicaid costs by eliminating waste... Makes cuts in defense spending... And 

eliminates tax loopholes for corporations. 

 

4/18/11  7am 

Kansas governor sam brownback will sign two bills into law today. One of those is the voter i-d bill. It 

requires voters to present a photo i-d when voting at the polls on election day.   You must also provide a 

driver's license or non-driver i-d and give signature verification when voting by mail. Newly registering 

kansans must also give proof of citizenship when registering to vote beginning in 20-13.   The new law 

provides a free i-d for kansans with incomes at or below 150 percent of the federal poverty guidelines.   

That would be about 33-thousand dollars right now for a family of four.   The workers compensation act is 

the other bill that brownback will sign today. 

 

4/20/11  8am 

For  business traveler kelly benton  -- irritation at the airport  is  all too  common  -- especially when he 

arrives before his luggage. :07-:14 kelly benton/airline passenger: its very frustrating, especially if you 

don't get it that day and you have plans that evening. Esecpailly if you're traveling for business. But 

soon...you can fly with the confidence you'll  be compensated when there's a problem. The department of 

transportation  is expanding the airline passenger  bill of rights implemented last year. (graphic) lost bag?... 

Airlines will now have to reimburse passengers for bag fees. (graphic) the government is now requiring 

airlines to prominently display all those surcharges and hidden fees on their websites. :37-:44 jill 

dente/passenger: you have to pay for every little thing. You have to pay for snacks, you have to pay for a 

little bag of pretzel, eventually you'll have to pay to go to the bathroom. (graphic?) Also...passengers 

bumped from flights will  receive  up to $1300, depending on the length of the delay and value of their 

ticket. :54-1:05kendis gibson/cbs news: and the rules for how long a plane full of passengers can sit on the 

tarmac are also changing. Currently an airline is fined if a domestic flight sits for too long. Now 

international flights are being included as well. The government claims  its  original   bill of rights reduced  

long  tarmac delays by more than 97 percent. Consumer advocates say the new rules are a  good  start, but  



 

 

don't go far enough. 1:16-1:28 charlie  leocha/consumer travel alliance: another thing i'm looking forward 

to, is getting airline passengers more legal rights. Right now airline passengers have the rights of  medival 

serfs. We have to petition the department of transportation for anything legal. " the transportation 

department says   it'll take up to four months for the  new  regulations to  take  effect. Kendis gibson cbs 

news los angeles. 

 

4/21/11  8am 

Sedgwick county cuts funding for people without insurance. Project access provides free medical care. 

Doctors donate millions of dollars worth of hours to patients....and sedgwick county helped pay for their 

prescriptions. But on wednesday county commissioners couldn't agree on how much to fund the program. 

After several votes...the issue deadlocked because commissioner jim skelton was absent. The deadlock 

means the funding is gone...and those who depend on it are worried. “if they're willing to do that for you, to 

suddenly zap it seems.   I can't get my head around it exactly.” Commissioners say killing the funding 

wasn't their intention. They hope to take up the issue again but didn't set a timeline. 

 

4/22/11  7am 

President obama wants to get to the bottom of the nation's high gas prices - (sot: president barack obama) 

"we're going to make sure that nobody's taking advantage of american consumers." he's ordered a justice 

department task force to look into whether fraud or manipulation in oil markets could be driving up the cost 

of crude.(natsot: mos) "this is disgusting." drivers are sick of the rising prices. The national average now 

stands at 3 dollars and 84 cents a gallon. That's nearly 30 cents higher than last month... And almost a 

dollar higher than a year ago.  (sot: mos) it's ridiculous you know, i'm on a fixed income and i can't afford 

it." (standup: susan mcginnis/cbs news/washington) while there are plenty of reasons gas prices are so high, 

attorney general eric holder says the goal of investigators is to make sure americans aren't paying a penny 

more than they have to. In a statement thursday, he said... (graphic in) "if illegal conduct is responsible for 

increasing gas prices, state and federal authorities should take swift action." (graphic out) (natsot: obama) 

"it's tough" the president says he understands rising prices are yet another hardship in this economy. (sot: 

president barack obama) "it hurts because you know every time you go to work a big chunk of your 

paycheck is being eaten up." experts say drivers shouldn't expect a break at the pump anytime soon. (sot: 

robert sinclair/aaa) "the sky's the limit. They're paying eight to nine dollars a gallon in england. Who knows 

where it could go." if demand keeps up... And the u-s dollar continues to weaken.. Some analysts fear 

prices could top six dollars by the end of the summer. Susan mcginnis, for cbs news, washington. 

 

4/25/11  7am 

New this morning...butler county is expected to get a new sheriff today.interim sheriff kelly herzet will be 

sworn in this morning at the county commission meeting herzet is replacing craig murphy who is retiring 

for health reasons. Herzet has worked on the chelsea brooks murder case, and the carol mould murder case. 

 

4/27/11  7am 

Ben bernanke is making history today. The federal reserve chairman is expected to hold his first news 

conference. The questions and answers period will be after today's policy setting eeting. Bernanke will hold 

news conferences  four times a year in an effort to provide more clarity on what fed policymakers are 

thinking. 

 

4/28/11  8am 

 a shakeup to president obama's national security team. The president is expected to announce today that cia 

director leon panetta will replace outgoing defense secretary robert gates. Gates told aides he's planning to 

retire in june.  Panetta will be replaced by general david petraeus, the top commander of the wars in 

afghanistan and iraq. 

 

4/29/11  8am 

When president obama suggested donald trump was a "carnival barker" in the wake of the birther 

controversy-- you'd expect donald trump to be mad. But as it turns out, some members of another group are 

now upset with the president.  Jeanne moos explains.   

 

5/3/11  7am 



 

 

Attorney general eric holder is coming to kansas. He'll will be the keynote speaker commemorating the 

anniversary of brown versus topeka board of education.  The 1954 supreme court case brought about the 

end of racial segregation in public schools.  Holder will speak may 17th. The event is at the ramada inn and 

convention center in topeka. 

 

5/4/11  8am 

More details are emerging about the top secret mission that took out osama bin laden.  The white house 

says the al qaeda leader was not armed but navy seals shot him after he resisted.  Officials are still deciding 

whether to release a photo of the body. 

 

5/5/11  7am 

A presidential visit to ground zero today. In the wake of osama bin laden's death, president obama is 

making the trip to new york to visit with 9/11 victims family members and meet with first responders. 

Sandra endo is at ground zero with more about the president's trip and his decision not to release photos of 

the dead al qaeda leader.  

 

5/6/11  7am 

County clerks learn about the new voter i-d law in salina thursday. The law was designed by secretary of 

state kris kobach... It requires voters to show i-d at the polls... And show proof of citizenship when 

registering to vote for the first time. Clerks are training, because they'll be the ones who will need to 

enforce the law...opponents of the measure say it will keep potential voters who might not have an i-d from 

going to the polls… but kobach disagrees...<sot verbatim: you're going to need it. You need it to cash a 

check, you need it to board a plane, you need it to enter a federal court house, you even need it to buy the 

kind of sudafed that works >     the i-d requirement goes into effect next year... The proof of citizenship 

requirement begins in 2013. 

 

5/9/11  8am 

It's been a week since an elite u-s military team killed osama bin laden. More details continue to emerge on 

last week's operation and what happened. And it's all from the president.  Tara mergener has the latest from 

washington. President obama is demanding to know who helped osama bin laden hide in plain sight for 

years. "we think that there had to be some sort of support network for bin laden inside of pakistan." in an 

exclusive interview with cbs' 60 minutes, he called on pakistan to investigate but stopped short of accusing 

government officials of being involved. So far, the country has denied u-s requests to question three of bin 

laden's widows. They're now in pakistani custody and could provide vital information on al-qaeda. We've 

got a chance to, i think really deliver a fatal blow to this organization, if we follow through aggressively in 

the months to come. President obama acknowledged that some members of his national security team had 

doubts about the operation. After all.. There was no photo or evidence to prove bin laden was even in the 

compound. "at the end of the day, this was still a 55/45 situation. I mean we could not say definitely that 

bin laden was there. Had he not been there, then there would have been significant consequences. But he 

was there... And intelligence officials are now going through the largest cache of data ever from one single 

terrorist. It includes these recently released videotapes which offer a rare behind the scenes look at bin 

laden. They show the al qaeda leader watching himself on tv... And rehearsing his infamous propaganda 

speeches.tara mergener, for cbs news, washington. 

 

5/12/11  7am 

The white house is expected to release its proposal on the nation's cybersecurity today.  The plan calls for 

better online protection systems that run critical infrastructures... Like power plants. It will also require 

companies to tell consumers when their personal identities have been compromised. Federal agencies will 

be required to monitor their computer networks more carefully, too.   

 

5/13/11  7am 

The kansas budget is heading to the governor's desk.  The senate approved it late thursday night.  And the 

house approved the nearly 14-billion-dolla  budget early this morning...bringing the legislative session to a 

close. Governor sam brownback is expected to sign the budget, but could line-item veto some expenditures. 

 

5/17/11  8am 



 

 

'The donald' is saying 'no' to a shot at the white house.  With donald trump's announcement that he will not 

run for president, some new yorkers seem happy.  But, comedians?   Maybe not.  Jeanne moos explains 

why. 

 

 

 

5/18/11  8am 

Those who are willing to march towards justice can change the world. 1:19> u-s attorney general eric 

holder was in topeka last night. He gave the keynote speech at a dinner marking the 57th anniversary of the 

supreme court decision to desegregate our nation's schools. Holder is the nation's first african american 

attorney general. He says the brown v. Board is the court's greatest ruling ever...one from which we can 

continue to learn today. “it continues to show us that those who are willing to struggle, to march toward 

justice, to stand up for a principle, or, simply, to take a seat - in a courthouse or a classroom, at a lunch 

counter or the front of a bus - can, indeed, change the world.” Holder also says there are too many 

neighborhoods affected by gun- and drug-fueled violence.. Limiting opportunities for kids who live in 

them. 

 

5/19/11  8am 

President obama will deliver a speech today on the middle east. He's expected to defend sanctions against 

syria's president for his brutal crackdown on anti-government protesters. The president will also pledge 

economic aid to nations that embrace democratic reforms. 

 

5/20/11  7am 

President obama welcomes the israeli prime minister to the white house today. The meeting comes a day 

after the president endorsed the palestinian position on the borders of their future state, saying it should be 

based on israel's lines before the 1967 mideast war. The israeli prime minister says those borders would 

jeopardize israel's security. 

 

5/23/11  8am 

U.s. President barack obama is in ireland - kicking off a week-long tour of europe. He -- and his wife 

michelle -- touched down in the country's capital this morning. But the highlight of the u.s. President's stay 

will be a special trip to the small village of moneygall (mah-ny-gall) that's where his great-great-great-

grandfather lived and worked as a shoemaker, nearly two hundred years ago. 

 

5/24/11  7am 

President obama and the first lady are in london this morning. They arrived from ireland last night - ahead 

of schedule - because of concerns about an ash cloud from a volcano in iceland. The first couple will meet 

with the duke and duchess of cambridge, and have lunch with queen elizabeth. President obama is also 

meeting with prime minister david cameron. 

 

5/26/11  7am 

Kansas is saying no to a federal mandate saying all americans must buy health insurance.  Governor sam 

brownback signed a bill yesterday containing a proposed "health care freedom" law.  It says kansas 

residents have the right to refuse to buy health insurance and can't be fined or forced to pay other penalties 

for refusing to buy it.  It's in response to a federal mandate taking effect in 2014 that includes tax penalties 

for most americans if they don't buy 

Insurance.  However, some legislators think the new state law won't matter...and federal law will trump 

state policy. 

 

5/27/11  7am 

New this morning...   An american hostage in north korea is free this morning.  Eddie jun was arrested in 

november and accused of committing a serious crme against north korea.  We don't know about the 

crime..but the media in south korea say jun is accused of trying to convert people to his religion. North 

korea says that it decided to free jun for humanitarian reasons. 

 

5/30/11  7am 



 

 

Former alaska governor sarah palin generated more talk about a possible presidential bid sunday.  It started 

when she kicked off a tour of historical sites on the east coast in washington.   Palin took part in an annual 

motorcycle event called rolling thunder...joining her entire family on bikes.  The palins will board a bus for 

the rest of the tour which will make a stop in pennsylvania and end in new hampshire.  Other stops have not 

been announced. 

 

5/31/11  7am 

The pentagon is reportedly drawing a line on cyber attacks against the united states.  According to an article 

published in the  wall street journal, the pentagon is considering military force as a possible response to 

computer sabotage from another country.   According to the article, the new formalized response to cyber 

attacks comes on the heels of reported security breaches on the pentagon's computer network.  The wall 

street journal says the pentagon plans to release parts of its so-called "cyber strategy" next month.   

 

6/1/11  7am 

House republicans meet with president obama at 10 this morning. They're looking for trillions of dollars in 

spending cuts.  In return they'll give their ok to an increase in the government's power to borrow. This 

follows a vote last night.  Joel brown reports. 

 

6/2/11  7am 

Former massachusetts governor mitt romney is expected to formally announce his bid for the republican 

presidential nomination. He'll officially throw his hat into the ring today in new hampshire. Romney leads 

many national polls among g-o-p candidates and has already raised millions in campaign money. 

 

6/3/11  7am 

U-s senator pat roberts will be in kansas today. He's addressing the pittsburg chamber of commerce this 

morning. The will address the independence rotary at noon. Then he'll head to reading and tour the damage 

left behind from the e-f 3 tornado.      

 

6/6/11  8am 

Former pennsylvania senator rick santorum announced today that he's running for president. He made the 

announcement on good morning america. Santorum will be near pittsburgh later today. It's in the same area 

where his grandfather worked in a coal mine after coming to america from italy. Santorum had served as a 

republican member of the senate from 1995 to 2007 -- winning re-election in 2000. 

 

6/7/11  7am 

New york representative anthony weiner's twitter scandal has created a stir. Yesterday afternoon, the 

democrat came clean... Publicly admitting that his twitter account was *not* hacked as he claimed... And 

that he did post a lewd photo of himself. The admission follows a week of lies told by weiner to the press 

and to his family. Now the question is.. How will the scandal impact his career? Tommy andres reports.   

 

6/8/11  8am 

Kansas officials won't change a state law that allows the blind and others with serious physical disabilities 

to carry concealed guns.  State officials have said they're worried that they can't deny a concealed carry 

permit to people who can't safely handle a firearm. 

 

6/9/11  8am 

Representative anthony weiner is still under fire... Days after he admitted to lying about posting a lewd 

photo of himself on twitter.  Weiner who is married... Also admitted to sexually fueled online chats with 

multiple women.  Now he is facing mounting pressure from republicans and fellow democrats to resign. 

Greg black has more on the story.  

 

6/10/11  7am 

The state of alaska today is expected to release more than 24-thousand pages of emails from former 

governor sarah palin. News organizations originally requested the documents back in 2008 when palin ran 

for vice president alongside john mccain. The release comes as the tea party favorite considers running for 

the white house. 



 

 

 

6/13/11  8am 

Seven republican presidential hopefuls have wrapped up their first major debate in new hampshire. <sot 

verbatim: "i love america but like you i'm concerned about its future."  "i'm not a politician i'm a problem 

solver."   "the obama administration  is anti-job, anti-business, anti-american energy." >  seven of the top 

republican contenders brought it all last night in new hampshire.  Early on much of the focus was on the 

economy and president obama's health care plan.   The g-o-p field is far from settled.  Right now the 

current front runner in the polls is massachusetts governor mitt romney but the election is still a year and a 

half away. 

 

6/14/11  8am 

Seven republican presidential hopefuls have wrapped up their first major debate in New Hampshire. "I love 

America but like you I’m concerned about its future." "I’m not a politician I’m a problem solver."   "the 

Obama administration  is anti-job, anti-business, anti-American energy." seven of the top republican 

contenders brought it all last night in New Hampshire. Early on much of the focus was on the economy and 

president Obama’s health care plan. The g-o-p field is far from settled. Right now the current front runner 

in the polls is Massachusetts governor Mitt Romney but the election is still a year and a half away. 

 

6/16/11  7am 

Former kansas attorney general steve six's bid for a seat on a federal appeals court goes before a u-s senate 

committee this morning. President barack obama nominated the democrat in march to sit on the 10th u.s. 

Circuit court of appeals. Six lost his attorney general seat amid a wave of republican election victories in 

kansas. 

 

6/17/11  7am 

Facing mounting pressure from both sides of the political spectrum, anthony weiner announced his 

departure from congress yesterday.  The announcement comes after a number of leaders -- including 

president obama and house speaker john boehner -- had suggested that weiner step down over the sexting 

controversy. As john lisk reports... Many feel it was the right move.   

 

6/21/11  7am 

<Protesters lined the hallways of the new york state capitol monday to voice their opinions on gay 

marriage. “this issue however is not about religion. It's about civil rights. It's about a civil marriage license. 

It's not at all about a religious ceremony." "in my opinion i feel that they are trying to destroy marriage. 

Marriage is in enough trouble as it is... This is like the death knell." The bill would grant same-sex couples 

the same rights now only available to heterosexual couples. Republicans have stalled the bill over concerns 

for religious institutions and organizations. They see the potential for litigation if it becomes law. We're not 

talking about passage of civil unions which i think would pass right away and very easily. We have a 

governor who is pushing to get full marriage equality and to that extent there need to be real religious 

protections in any final piece of legislation. The state assembly approved the same sex marriage bill last 

week. Governor andrew cuomo has been working on amendments that would clarify protections for 

religious groups. I see this bill as not an issue of religion but an issue of love. Every religion can understand 

that. We should increase the love.  A vote is expected later this week. I'm tommy andres reporting. > 

 

6/23/11  7am 

<In a nationally televised address from the white house, president obama announced wednesday that 

thousands of troops will come home... With 10-thousand leaving afghanistan by the end of this year.  "after 

this initial reduction, our troops will continue coming home at a steady pace as afghan security forces move 

into the lead. Our mission will change from combat to support." obama says winding down the war will 

allow the u-s to refocus attention and resources on efforts to resolve economic and other problems at home. 

"here we are making the sacrifices, the human sacrifices that we have made with the financial sacrifices. 

I've just said, enough is enough. After ten years, how long will it take and how long should we be there." "i 

welcome his decision. This decision is the result of the progress we have made in afghanistan." the troop 

withdrawals will begin next month. Some feel the president's plan is poorly timed. "i think we have 

undercut a strategy that was working. I think the 10,000 troops leaving this year is going to make this 

fighting season more difficult having all of the surge forces leave by next summer is going to compromise 



 

 

next summer's fighting season."  "we've got an awful lot invested here and i'm concerned about any 

precipitous withdrawal of our troops that would jeopardize the success that we've made." under the 

president's timeline, the total u-s military deployment in afghanistan would be just under 70-thousand 

troops by september 2012.  I'm tommy andres reporting. > 

 

6/24/11  7am 

Negotiations in washington over the nation's debt appeared to have stalled. House majority leader eric 

cantor pulled out of talks with vice president joe biden and other lawmakers on thursday - saying he cannot 

support the democrats demand for tax increases. Politicians are working on an agreement to reduce the 

deficit and raise the nation's debt ceiling. If a deal is not made by the august 2nd deadline - the u-s will 

default on its debts. 

 

6/27/11  7am 

President obama will meet with senate leaders this morning over the nation's budget and debt. Talks came 

to a halt last week over a question of federal revenue. Democrats say they want to close loopholes and scale 

back tax breaks for big coorporations and wealthy taxpayers. Republicans want to cut spending and wave 

off tax increases. 

 

6/28/11  8am 

<"Together we'll do this.  Thank you."  it was a day of feel good photo- ops.  (music)  "so nice to see you." 

posing with a butterfly, playing dentist. "let me see your teeth." and did we mention, officially announcing 

for president?   The campaign may be new, but michele bachmann's already got a favorite line.  

"barack obama will be a one term president." "making barack obama..." "a one term president."  

"a one ..." "term ..." "president." the only fly in the ointment, other than the one that landed on this 

bachmann supporter's head, was when chris wallace of fox news asked an indelicate question based on 

what critics have said about bachmann. "are you a flake?" "well i think that would be insulting to say 

something like that because i am a serious person." wallace later apologized. "i messed up. Sorry." 

(standup) "you know who probably really resents questions about michele bachmann being a flake?"  

Her husband, dr. Marcus bachmann is a clinical therapist with a degree in psychology.  As she reached out 

to supporters. "nice to see you, hi honey." He spent the whole time holding onto her waist.  If bachmann did 

become president, her son might be the first mullet in the white house. (standup) "one guy in particular has 

a picture of michele bachmann up here... No, not a mental image." an actual camera strapped to his head.  

That's in addition to regular hand held cameras. "the camera i'm wearing on my head, you may have noticed 

it like a 6 ft 5 tripod is called go pro." michele bachmann definitely noticed it. "she called me doctor.  And 

she was joking me i look like a surgeon i guess." free lance photographer dave davidson says the head cam 

takes a shot every few seconds. Meanwhile bachmann started taking shots for a supposed gaffe, speaking 

about her hometown of waterloo, iowa. "just like john wayne was from waterloo, iowa that's the kind of 

spirit i have too." Blogs went for the kill, saying it wasn't john wayne the actor who was from waterloo, but 

john wayne gacy the serial killer.  No sooner had the snarky headlines appeared "bachmann compares self 

to gay rapist clown serial killer" than bachmann's campaign  told the washington times that actor john 

wayne's parents did live in waterloo. So it turned out to be a cheap shot, unlike the shot from the head cam. 

This is the camera's view of bachmann, and this is bachmann's view of the head cam. "tighter? Ok, ok." 

jeanne moos, cnn, bring my head down like that hon? New york. > 

 

6/29/11  7am 

New this morning...  Reno county commissioners will meet this morning to discuss pay cuts and their work 

schedule. They'll vote today whether to lower their pay by more than 45-hundred dollars. Commissioners 

currently make around 22-thousand dollars.  The proposed cut would lower their pay to 18-thousand... 

Effective september first. If approved, the commissioners would also meet once a week instead of twice a 

week. 

 

6/30/11  8am 

Questions about raising the debt limit and reducing the deficit dominated wednesday's presidential news 

conference. President obama said republicans need to cut subsidies for oil companies and the wealthy. 

Republicans argue ending the subsidies amounts to a tax increase. The president framed it differently. <sot 

verbatim: "before we ask our seniors to pay more for health care, before we cuts our children's education, 



 

 

before we sacrifice our commitment to the research and innovation that will help create more jobs in the 

economy i think it's only fair to ask an oil company or a corporate jet owner that has done so well to give 

up that tax break that no other business enjoys." --- "he can call for tax hikes, but he can't call for tax hikes 

and job creation. It's one or the other">  the president says he's confident negotiations aimed at preventing 

the united states from defaulting on its obligations will succeed. 

 

 

 


